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.Sections PS32 and PSA 28 are infre
quently rolled and we do not advise their
use in a design unless an adequate ton
nage can be ordered at one time to assure
a minimum rolling.

Complete data regarding these sections
will be found in a separate publication
entitled "USS Steel Sheet Piling."

H-Homestead, Pa. (Pittsburgh District)
S-SolJth Chicago (Chicago District)

Suggested Allowable Design Stresses-Sheet Piling

Minimum Yield Allowable Design Stress,
Steel Brand or Grade Point, psi psi"

USS-EX·TEN 55 (ASTM A572 GR 55) 55,000 35,000
USS EX-TEN 50 (ASTM A572 GR 50) 50,000 32,000
USS MARINER STEEl 50,000 32,000
USS EX-TEN 45 (ASTM A572 GR 45) 45,000 29,000
Regular Carbon Grade (ASTM A328) 38,500 25,000

"Based on 65% of minimum yield point. Some increase for temporary overstresses
generally permissible.
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FOREWORD

This manual is directed to the practicing engineer concerned with safe, economical
designs of steel sheet pile retaining structures. The content is directed basically toward
the designer's two primary objectives: overall stability of the structural system and the
integrity of its various components.

Emphasis is placed on step-by-step procedures for estimating the external forces on the
structure, evaluating the overall stability, and sizing the sheet piling and other structural
elements. Graphs and tables are included to aid the designer in arriving at quick solutions.

Three basic types of sheet pile structures are considered: (1) cantilevered and anchored
retaining walls, (2) braced cofferdams and (3) cellular cofferdams. Consideration is also
given to the design of anchorage systems for walls and bracing systems for cofferdams.

The design procedures included in this manual are in common use today by most
engineers involved in the design of sheet pile retaining structures. These methods have
consistently provided successful retaining structures that have performed well in service.
However, in using these procedures, one should not be lulled into a false sense of security
about the accuracy of the computed results. This is especially true with regard to lateral
earth pressures on retaining structures. The simplifying assumptions inherent in any of
these procedures and their dependence on the strength properties of the soil provide only
approximations to reality.

It is assumed throughout that the reader has a fundamental knowledge of soil
mechanics and a working knowledge of structural steel design. It is further assumed that
the subsurface conditions and soil properties at the site of the proposed construction have
been satisfactorily established and the designer has chosen the type of sheet pile structure
best suited to the site.



LATERAL PRESSURES ON SHEET PILE WALLS

EARTH PRESSURE THEORIES

Earth pressure is the force per unit area exerted by the soil on the sheet pile structure.
The magnitude of the earth pressure depends upon the physical properties of the soil, the
interaction at the soil-structure interface and the magnitude and character of the
deformations in the soil-structure system. Earth pressure is also influenced by the
time-dependent nature of soil strength, which varies due to creep effects and chemical
changes in the soil.

Earth pressure against a sheet pile structure is not a unique function for each soil, but
rather a function of the soil-structure system. Accordingly, movements of the structure
are a primary factor in developing earth pressures. The problem, therefore, is highly
indeterminate.

Two stages of stress in the soil are of particular interest in the design of sheet pile
structures, namely the active and passive states. When a vertical plane, such as a flexible
retaining wall, deflects under the action of lateral earth pressure, each element of soil
adjacent to the wall expands laterally, mobilizing shear resistance in the soil and causing a
corresponding reduction in the lateral earth pressure. One might say that the soil tends to
hold itself up by its boot straps; that is, by its inherent shear strength. The lowest state of
lateral stress, which is produced when the full strength of the soil is activated (a state of
shear failure exists), is called the active state. The active state accompanies outward
movement of the wall. On the other hand, if the vertical plane moves toward the soil,
such as the lower embedded portion of a sheet pile wall, lateral pressure will increase as
the shearing resistance of the soil is mobilized. When the full strength of the soil is
mobilized, the passive state of stress exists. Passive stress tends to resist wall movements
and failure.

There are two well-known classical earth pressure theories; the Rankine Theory and the
Coulomb Theory. Each furnishes expressions for active and passive pressures for a soil
massat the state of failure.

Rankine Theory - The Rankine Theory is based on the assumption that the wall
introduces no changes in the shearing stresses at the surface of contact between the wall
and the soil. It is also assumed that the ground surface is a straight line (horizontal or
sloping surface) and that a plane failure surface develops.

When the Rankine state of failure has been reached, active and passive failure zones
will develop asshown in Figure 1.

Wall
Movement

/t-f- Failure Zone

/
45°_!

2

ACTIVE CASE

Wall~

Movement

/
/
~ Failure Zone

/
/

/
450 +4>/2

PASSIVE CASE

where 4> = angle of intemal friction of soil (degreesl

Fig. 1 - Rankine failure zones
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The active and passive earth pressures for these states are expressed by the following
equations:

Pa ='YZKa - 2c vKa

Pp = 'YKZp + 2c YKP

where Pa and Pp =unit active and passive earth pressure, respectively, at a
depth Z below the ground surface

'YZ = vertical pressure at a depth Z due to the weight of soil
above, using submerged weight for the soil below ground
water level

c = unit cohesive strength of soil
Ka and Kp = coefficients of active and passive earth pressures, respec

tively

The coefficients Ka and K p, according to the Rankine Theory, are functions of the
tJ>-angle of the soil and the slope of the backfill , (3. They are given by the expressions

Note that for the case of a level backfill, these equations reduce to

1- sin</> 2
Ka = - -.- = tan (45- </>/2)

1 + Sin</>

1 + sin</> 2
Kp = 1 . n. = tan (45+ </>/2)

- Sin,/,

The triangular pressure distributions for a level backfill are shown in Figure 2. For various
. slope conditions, refer to Mechanics of Soils by A. Jurnikis.!"

rK:;::::':t
.., = unit weight

. of so il. (pef)

(a)

Granular Soil
Level Backfill

~
'.:.:. :. fJ

T Pa='YZK;,
..L .. fJ P ='YZK

p p

(b)

Granular Soil

Slop ing Backfill

cmfJ+Jcos' fJ - cos24>
Kp• cos fJ ~::-I==;:~::::::;:::=

cmfJ - Jcos2 fJ - cos24>
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~ 2e tan (45°- ;,

rrH .
~ Pa ='YZ tan' (45-;' - 2e tan (45 -;1

(e)

Cohesive Soil - Active Pressure

Fig. 2 - (Continued)

Coulomb Theory - An inherent assumption of the Rankine Theory is that the presence
of the wall does not affect the shearing stresses at the surface of wall contact. However,
since the friction between the retaining wall and the soil has a significant effect on the
vertical shear stresses in the soil, the lateral stresses on the wall are actually different than
those assumed by the Rankine Theory. Most of this error can be avoided by using the
Coulomb Theory, which considers the changes in tangential stress along the contact
surface due to wall friction.

As the wall yields, the failure wedge tends to move downward for the active case. For
the passive case, where the wall is forced against the soil, the wedge slides upward along
the failure plane. These differential movements involve vertical displacements between
the wall and backfill and create tangential stresses on the back of the wall due to soil
friction and adhesion. The resulting force on the wall is, therefore, inclined at an angle to
the normal to the wall. This angle is known as the angle of wall friction, O. For the active
case, when the active wedge slides downward relative to the wall, 0 is taken as positive.
For the passive case, when the passive wedge slides upward relative to the wall, 0 is taken
as negative. If the angle of wall friction is known, the following analytical expressions for
Ka and Kp in the horizontal direction for a vertical wall are:

Kp =

cosf

cos8

sin(¢+8) Sin(¢-j3)] 2

coso cosf

sin(¢+8) Sin(¢+t3l] 2

coso cosf

where ¢ = angle of internal friction of soil
o= angle of wall friction
(3 = angle of the backfill with respect to horizontal

Figure 3(a) is included for ease in obtaining Ka and K p .
As in the Rankine Theory, the Coulomb Theory also assumes a plane surface of failure.

However, the position of the failure plane is a function of both the ¢-angle of the soil and
the angle of wall friction, O. The position of the failure plane for the active and passive
cases for a level backfill is given by:

aa = 90° -¢-arctan

ap = 90o+¢-arctan

[
-tan¢ + V tan¢(tanq,+cot¢) (1+tan8 . cotq,)]

1 + tan S (tanq, + cote)

[
tanq, +Vtan¢(tan¢+cotq,) (1+tan8 . cotq,~

1 + tanf (tane + cote) j
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Fig.3(a) - Coulomb earth pressure coefficient vs. cf>-angle for level backfill and dredge line

whereaa and Olp = angle between the failure plane and the vertical for the
active and passive cases. respectively

Figure 3(b) shows the Coulomb active and passive failure wedges together with the
corresponding pressure distributions.
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Pa (1l0RIZ .) = Pa COSli

Fig. 3 (b) - Coulomb earth pressure

For a smooth wall (zero wall friction) with level backfill or if 0 = (3 for a slop ing backfill,
the Rankine and Coulomb Theories give identical results.

Log-Spiral Theory - The Coulomb Theory of earth pressure assumes that the surface
of sliding or failure is a plane. This assumption deviates somewhat from reality. For the
active case the error introduced is small. However, for the passive case the error can be
large and is always on the unsafe side. If the angle of wall friction, 0, is low the failure
surface is almost plane. However, if 0 is high, the passive failu re plane deviates
considerably from Coulomb's assumption , which predicts unrealistically high passive
pressures. Large ang les of wall friction that cause a downward tangent ial shearing force
will increase the vertical pressures in the soil close to the wall, thus causing a curved
failure surface as shown in Figure 4(a). The so il fa ils on this curved surface of least
resistance and not on the Coulomb plane, wh ich would requ ire a greater lateral dr iving
force. Figure 4(b) shows the reduction in the passive earth pressure coefficient, K p, for
increasing values of wall friction for the actual curved surface of fai lure.

,/
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.0
20

c
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" ~ 15.;:
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a>= '""'0

;: c
'0- 10

'"d C>
c

<i
5

0
0 15

Coefficient of Passive Eart h Pressure, Kp

~ ~

Fig. 4 - Comparison of Coulomb and log-spiral failure surface (after Terzahgj22)

The method of computing earth pressures fo r a log-spiral failure surface is summarized in
Soil Mechanics in Engineering Practice by Terzaghi and Peck . Table 1 lists values of
passive late ral eart h pressure coefficients fo r a curved surface of fa ilure and level backfill
for various relative values of the angle of internal friction, ifJ, and the angle of wall
friction .S. The charts in Figure 5 (a) give the active and passive coefficients for a log-spiral
failure surface for the case of wall friction and sloping backfill.

q, = 10° 12.5° 15° 17.5° 20° 25° 30° 35° 40 °

o=- q, 1.65 1.89 2.19 2.55 3.0 1 4.29 6 .42 10.20 17.50

0 = - q,12 1.56 1.76 1.98 2.25 2.59 3.46 4.78 6.88 10.38

o = ± o 1.42 1.55 1.70 1.85 2.04 2.46 3.00 3.70 4.60

o=+q, 0.7 3 0.68 0.64 0 .6 1 0 .58 0.55 0.53 0.53 052

Table 1. Values of Passive Lateral-earth-pressure
Coefficients Kp (Curved Surfaces of Failure)

(after Caquot and Kerisel21
)
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REDUCTION FACTOR (R) OF Kp
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Fig.5(a) - Active and passive coefficients with wall friction (sloping backfill) (after Caquot and Kerisel21
)
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Conditions :
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Slo ping Ground Water Lever
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Conditions:
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~
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Fig.5(c) - Generalized determination of passive pressures (after Navdock ll
)

In summary for the determination of lateral earth pressures on sheet pile walls:

1. Active pressures should be computed using the Coulomb Theory or the
logarithmic spiral method asshown in Figure 5(a).

2. Passive pressures should be computed using the Coulomb Theory with an
appropriate safety factor or the logarithmic spiral method as shown in Figure
5(a).

3. For complicated cross sections involving irregular and stratified backfills, the
reader should consult such texts as Fundamentals of Soil Mechanics by Taylor
and Soil Mechanics in Engineering Practice by Terzaghi and Peck. A graphical
analysis for complicated cross sections is shown on Figures 5(b) and 5(c).
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Soil Properties - Independent of the theory used to compute earth pressure on
retaining structures, the results can be no more accurate than the soil properties used in
the calculations. Because of the wide variations of subsurface conditions at various sites ,
the soil constants should be determined on the basis of an exploratory boring program
and laboratory tests of representative samples. Only then can a safe and economical
design be assured. However, for the purpose of preliminary design it is often necessary to
presume appropriate soil properties. The following tables and graphs are included for this
purpose merely as a guide.

Table 2 shows an approximate relationship between the relative density, standard
penetration resistance, angle of internal friction, and unit weight of granular soils.

Compactn ess Very Loose Loose Medium Dense Very Dense
i I I i I I

Relat ive density Dd 0 1!?% 35 % 65 % 85 % 100%
I I I I

Standard penetra- 0 4 10 30 50
tion resistance,
N:no . of blows
per foot

cf> (degrees) * 28 30 36 41
Unit we ight , pet

moist <100 95-125 110-130 110-140 >130
submerged < 60 55-65 60-70 65-85 > 75

• highly dependent on gradation

Table 2 - Granular soil (after Teng!)

Table 3 shows an approximate relationship between the unconfined compressive
strength, standard penetration resistance and the unit weight of cohesive soils.

Very Soft Soft
I I

2.00 4.00

Stiff Very Stiff HardConsistency -

qu : unconfined
compression
strength, tons
per square ft

Standard penetra
t ion resistance,
Nvtv» , of blows
per ft

Unit weight, pet
(saturated )

I
o

o 2

100-120

Medium
I I

0.50 1.00

4 8

110-130

16

120-140

32

. 130+

Identif ication
characteristics

Exudes
from
between
fingers
when
squeezed
in hand

Molded
by light
finger
pressure

Molded
by strorJg
finger
pressure

Indented
by thumb

Indented Difficult
by thumb to indent
nail by thumb

nail

12

Table 3 - Cohesive soil (after Tang!)



Figure 6 shows the approx imate relationship between the ang le of internal friction and
the dry uni t weight for var ious rela t ive densit ies and types of granula r soils. The porosi ty,
n , and the void ratio, e, are also shown fo r coarse gra ined soils t hat have a specific gravity,
G, equal to 2.68.

45.---------------...--.------,------"1------,---:::;,.......,

150

.15

140130

~ OBTAINED FROM
EFFECTI VE ST RESS
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PLA STICF IN ES.

12011010090BO
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w
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o
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Z 350
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u
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u,

...J
<tz
a:
w 30f-
~
u.
0
w
...J
o
Z
<t

25

.55 .4

ANGLE OF INTE RNA L FRICTION
VS. DRY UNIT WEIGHT
(FOR COARSE GRAINED SOILS)

. 40 I-----+-----+-----I-----I----~.......:c+--Tt--_=_rl'+----..,

DRY UNIT WEIGHT . ld. PCF

Fig. 6 - Granular soils (after Navdocks ll )

Table 4 shows friction angles for various soils against steel sheet piles.

Steel sheet pi les aga inst the fo llowi ng soils :
Clean gravel, gravel-sand mixtures, well -graded rock fill w ith spa lls .
Clean sand, silty sand-grave l mix ture, single size hard ro ck fill .
S ilty sand , grave l or sand mixed with silt or clay ..
Fine sandy silt. non-plastic silt .

tam {) (degree)

0.40 22
0.30 17
0 .25 14
0.20 11

Table 4 - Wall frict ion (after Navdocks ll
)

As mentioned prev iously, earth pressure is time-dependent in nature. This is particularly
true in clay and clayey soils where the values of cohesion, c, and interna l fr iction, cp, tend
to change with time. Sheet pile structures in clayey soils should be des igned for both the
period immediately after construction and long term conditions. Limited information
indicates that due to creep effects the long term value of c approaches zero and that of cp
somewhere between 20 and 30 degrees. The long term case thus approaches that for sheet
piling in granular so ils.
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SURCHARGE LOADS

The function of a sheet pile structure is often to retain various surface loadings as well as
the soil behind it. These surface loads, or surcharge, also exert lateral pressures on the
wall which contribute to the active pressure tending to move the wall outward. Typical
surcharge loadings are railroads, highways, buildings, ore piles, cranes, etc.

The loading cases of particular interest in the determination of lateral soil pressures
are:

1. Uniform Surcharge
2. Point Loads
3. Line Loads Parallel to the Wall
4. Strip Loads Parallel to the Wall

For the case of a uniform surcharge loading, the conventional theories of earth pressure
can be effectively utilized. On the other hand, for point, line and strip loads the theory of
elasticity (Boussinesq Analysis) modified by experiment provides the most accurate
solutions. These solutions are summarized in Foundation Design by Wayne C. Tenq' and
"Anchored Bulkheads" by Karl Terzaqhl.P?

Uniform Surcharge - When a uniformly distributed surcharge is applied at the surface,
the vertical pressures at all depths in the soil are increased equally. Without the surcharge
the vertical pressure at any depth h would be 'Yh, where 'Y is the unit weight of the soil.
When a surcharge of intensity q (force/area) is added, the vertical pressures at depth h
become 'Yh + q.

The lateral pressure, uH' due to the uniform surcharge q, is equal to Kq, as shown in
Figure 7 below.

q Ib/tt'

+
<;_oH (due to q) =qK IIb/tti )

Fig. 7 - Lateral pressure due to uniform surcharge

The K value is either the active coefficient Ka or the passive coefficient Kp depending .
upon whether the wall tends to move away from or toward the surcharge area. The
uniform lateral pressure due to the surcharge is then added to the lateral dead weight
earth pressures as described in previous sections.

For the case of a uniform surcharge loading, lateral movement of the plane on which
the horizontal stresses are being computed is taken into account by considering that the
entire "active wedge" of soil is in a state of impending shear failure. On the other hand,
computations of lateral stresses due to surcharge applied on a limited area (point, line and
strip loads) is complicated by the lack of a rational approach to the distribution of shear
stresses in the soil adjacent a yielding vertical plane. Therefore, semi-empirical methods of
analysis have been developed based upon elastic theory and experiments on rigid
unyielding walls. The lateral pressures computed by these methods are conservative for
sheet pile walls since, as the wall deflects, soil shear resistance is mobilized and the lateral
pressure on the wall in reduced.



Point Loads - The lateral pressure distribution on a vertical line closest to a point load
may be calculated as shown in Figure Bla).

z=nH

--t-----,- PH
f----f

L

Elevat ion View

o n2

aH = 0.28 -.P . (for m <
H2 (0.16 + n2)3-0.4)

Op
PH = 0.78- (see Fig. 11)

H

Op
PH = 0.45 - (see Fig. 11)

H

Fig. S(a) - Lateral pressure due to point load (after Terzaghi22
)

Away from the line closest to the point load the lateral stress decreases as shown in the
plan view of Figure 8(b).

~

~ f---...e--+-- --.------i>H-0p

j
en

Fig.8{b) - Lateral pressure due to po int load (Boussinesq equation modified by experiment)
(after Terzaghi22

)

Line Loads - A continuous wall footing of narrow width or similar load parallel to a
retaining structure may be taken as a line load. For this case the lateral pressure increases
from zero at the ground surface to a maximum value at a given depth and gradually
diminishes at greater depths. The lateral pressure distribution on a vertical plane parallel
to a line load may be calculated as shown in Figure 9.
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_ QQ n <
uH - 0.20lf· (0.16 + n2 )2 (for m _ 0.4)

PH = 0.55QQ. resultant force

P = 0.64 QQ resultant force
H (m 2 + 1)

Elevation View

Fig. 9 - Lateral pressure due to line load (Boussinesq equation modified by experiment) (after Terzaghi22
)

Strip Loads - Highways and railroads are examples of strip loads. When they are
parallel to a sheet pile wall, the lateral pressure distribution on the wall may be calculated
as shown in Figure 10.

UH - 2q ]- - [~ - sin~ cos 2 a
1(

Fig. 10 - Lateral pressure due to strip load (Boussinesq equation modified by experiment) (after Teng1 )

Based on the relationships given above, Figure 11 shows plots of the lateral pressure
distributions under point and line loads and gives the positions of the resultant force for
various values of the parameter m.

Line Loads Point Loads

VALUE OF 0H (all VALUE OF 0H lOp)

Fig. 11 - Horizontal pressures due to point and line loads (after Navdocksll )
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EFFECTS OF UNBALANCED HYDROSTATIC AND SEEPAGE FORCES

Sheet pile structures built today in connection with waterfront facilities are subjected to
maximum earth pressure when the tide or river level is at its lowest stage. A receding tide,
receding high water, or heavy rainstorm may cause a higher water level behind a sheet pile
wall than in front of it, depending on the type of backfill used. If the backfill is fine or
silty sand, the height of water behind the sheet pile wall may be several feet. If the soil
behind the wall is silt or clay, full hydrostat ic pressure in back of the wall should be as
sumed up to the highest position of the previous water level.

The difference in water level on either side of the wall introduces (1) additional
pressure on the back of the wall due to hydrostatic load and (2) reduction in the unit
weight of the soil in front of the pil ing (thus, a reduction of passive resistance) . The
distrubution of the unbalanced water pressure on the two faces of the structure
corresponding to a hydraulic head, Hu, can be determined by means of the flow net
method as illustrated in Figure 12(a). If a sheet pile structure is driven in granular soil
with fairly uniform permeability, the unbalanced water pressure may be approximated by
the trapezoid in Figure 12(b). If the permeability of the soil varies greatly in the vertical
direction, a flow net should be used to determine the unbalanced pressure.

(0)

Fig. 12 - Hydrostatic and seepage pressures (after TerzaghfZ2
)

The upward seepage pressure exerted by the rising ground water in front of the outer
face of a sheet pile wall reduces the submerged unit weight in front of the wall by
approximately the amount:

H
f':>'Y' = 20~

o

where /,:;'Y' = reduction in submerged unit weight of soil, pet.
Hence, the effective unit weight to be used in the computation of passive pressure is

H
'Y'- f':>'Y ' = "'I'- 20~

o

where Hu = unbalanced water head, feet
D = as shown in Figure 12

The relationship between /,:;'Y' and Hu/D is given in Figure 13.

20ffifE....
<3 .

'0 ':; 10
~ u
~ ~
li:9
> 0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

HuValues of 
D

Fig. 13 - Average reduction of effective unit weight of passive wedge due to seepage pressure exerted
by the upward flow of water (after Terzaghi22

)
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The effect of downward seepage in the soil behind the piling is very small and may be '
neglected.

It must be anticipated that some seepage will occur through interlocks, although the
amount is difficult to predict. As an approximation, the seepage should be assumed to
equal at least 0.025 gallons per minute per square foot of wall per foot of net head across
the wall for installations in moderately to highly permeable soils.

OTHER LATERAL LOADS

In addition to the lateral pressures described previously, sheet pile structures may be
subjected to some of the lateral loads described below.

Ice Thrust - Lateral thrusts can be caused by the volume expansion of ice in
fine-grained soils (very fine sand, silt and clay). The possibility of lateral thrust from ice
or frozen ground should be eliminated by placing free-draining coarse granular soil above
the frost line behind a sheet pile wall. Steel sheet piling also offers the advantage that it
can yield laterally to relieve any thrust load due to ice.

Wave Forces - There are many theories concerning wave pressure against a vertical
surface. In general, wave pressure is a function of wave height, length, velocity and many
other factors. The reader is directed to the following references for a detailed explanation
of methods of analysis. Design and Construction of Ports and Marine Structures by
Alonzo DeF. Quinn, Substructure Analysis and Design by Paul Anderson, Pile
Foundations by Robert D. Chellis and Shore Protection, Planning and Design, TR No.4
Dept. of the Army, Corps of Engineers.

Ship Impact - Sheet pile dock and waterfront structures may often be subjected to the
direct impact of a moving ship. Fender systems should be used in this case to spread out
the reaction and reduce the impact to a minimum. Allowance for the effect of a ships '
impact is sometimes made by the inclusion of an arbitrary horizontal force such as 50 to
100 tons. The reader is directed to the above mentioned references for further discussion.

Mooring Pull - Sheet pile dock and water front structures generally provide mooring
posts for anchoring and docking ships. The magnitude of the mooring pull in the
direction of the ship may be taken as the winch capacity used on the ship. When the
spacing of the mooring posts is known, an evaluation of moor post pull on the structure
can be made.

Earthquake Forces - During an earthquake the vibration of the ground may
temporarily increase the lateral pressure against a retaining structure. This increase is a
result of a number of factors including inertia force, direction, horizontal acceleration
and period. For the design of retaining walls of moderate height, the lateral pressure for
design may be increased by about 10 per cent. In the case of high retaining structures, the
trial wedge method of analysis should be used. The trial sliding wedge is assumed to be
acted upon by a horizontal force in additional to all other forces. Some engineers assume
that the horizontal force is equal to 18 to 33 percent of the weight of the sliding wedge .
The des igner, of course, should consider the location of the structure relative to previous
earthquake history. .



DESIGN OF SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The design of sheet pile retaining walls requires several successive operations: (a)
evaluation of the forces and lateral pressures that act on the wall, (b) determination of the
required depth of piling penetration, (c) computation of the maximum bending moments
in the piling, (d) computation of the stresses in the wall and selection of the appropriate
piling section and (e) the design of the waling and anchorage system. Before these opera
tions can be initiated, however, certain preliminary information must be obtained. In
particular, the controlling dimensions must be set. These include the elevation of the top
of the wall, the elevation of the ground surface in front of the wall (commonly called the
dredge line), the maximum water level, the mean tide level or normal pool elevation and
the low water level. A topographical survey of the area is also helpful.

Earth pressure theories have developed to the point where it is possible to obtain
reliable estimates of the forces on sheet pile walls exerted by homogeneous layers of soil
with known physical constants. The uncertainties involved in the design of sheet pile
structures no longer result from an inadequate knowledge of the fundamentals involved.
They are caused by the fact that the structure of natural soil deposits is usually qu ite
complex, whereas the theories of bulkhead design inevitably presuppose homogeneous
materials. Because of these conditions, it is essential that a subsurface investigation be
performed with exploratory borings and laboratory tests of representative samples. On
this basis, a soil profile can be drawn and the engineering properties of the different soil
strata can be accurately determined. These properties should reflect the field conditions
under which the wall is expected to operate. Only after these preliminary steps are taken
should the final design be undertaken.

There are two basic types of steel sheet pile walls: cantilevered walls and anchored
walls. The design of each type for various subsurface conditions will be discussed in the
following sections.

CANTILEVER WALLS

In the case of a cantilevered wall, sheet piling is driven to a sufficient depth into the
ground to become fixed as a vertical cantilever in resisting the lateral active earth
pressure. This type of wall is suitable for moderate height. Walls designed as cantilevers
usually undergo large lateral deflections and are readily affected by scour and erosion in
front of the wall. Since the lateral support for a cantilevered wall comes from passive
pressure exerted on the embedded portion, penetration depths can be quite high,
resulting is excessive stresses and severe yield. Therefore, cantilevered walls using steel
sheet piling are restricted to a maximu m height of approximately 15 feet.

Earth pressure against a cantilevered wall is illustrated in Figure 14. When the lateral
active pressure (P) is applied to the top of the wall, the piling rotates about the pivot
point, b, mobilizing passive pressure above and below the pivot point. The term (Pp-Pa) is
the net passive pressure, Pp, minus the active pressure, Pa. (Since both are exerting pres
sure upon the wall.)

p
I
I
I,
I 0

~I~
I
I
I
I
I Y
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I
I

I b

(a) (bl

p

Fig. 14 - Earth pressure on cantilever sheet piling (after Teng!)
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At point b the piling does not move and would be subjected to equal and opposite at-rest
earth pressures with a net pressure equal to zero. The resulting earth pressure is
represented by the diagram oabc. For the purpose of design, the curve abc is replaced by
a straight line de. The point d is located so as to make the sheet piling in a state of static
equilibrium. Although the assumed pressure distribution is in error, it is sufficient for
design purposes.

The distrubution of earth pressure is different for sheet piling in granular soils and
sheet piling in cohesive soils. Also, the pressure distribution in clays in likely to change
with time. Therefore, the design procedures for steel sheet piling in both types of soils are
discussed separetely.

Cantilever Sheet Piling in Granular Soils - A cantilevered sheet pile wall may be
designed in accordance with the principles and assumptions just discussed or by an
approximate method based on further simplifying assumptions shown in Figure 15.

Active pressure

Net passive
resistance

=Pp-Pa I-+d__~~~~====_

(a)

Active pressure

L::::.==::::j",..L~-c

(b]
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Fig. 15 - Design of cantilever sheet piling in granular soils: (a) conventional method;
(b) simplified method. (after Teng 1

)

For cases of two or more layers of soil, the earth pressure distributions would be
somewhat different due to the different soil properties; however, the design concept is
exactly the same. Lateral pressures should be calculated using the curved failure surface
(log spiral) method as shown in Figure 5 (a).

Conventional Method - The conventional design procedure for granular soils is as
follows:

1. Assume a trial depth of penetration, D. This may be estimated from the following
approximate correlation.

Standard Penetration
Resistance, N Relative Density Depth of
Blows/Foot of Soil, Dd Penetration*

0-4 Very loose 2.0H
5-10 Loose 1.5H

11-30 Medium dense 1.25H
31·50 Dense 1.0H

+50 Very dense 0.75H

*H = height of piling above dredge line.

2. Determine the active and passive lateral pressures using appropriate coefficients of
lateral earth pressure. If the Coulomb method is used, it should be used
conservatively for the passive case. The resulting earth pressure diagram for a
homogeneous granular soil is shown in Figure 16 where the active and passive
pressures are overlain to pictorially describe the resulting soil reactions.
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'Y (H+Dl Ka-1 j
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Fig. 16 - Resultant earth-pressure diagram

3. Satisfy the requirements of static equilibrium: the sum of the forces in the
horizontal direction must be zero and the sum of the moments about any point
must be zero. The sum of the hor izontal forces may be written in terms of
pressure areas:

-+ +- +-
6 (EA 1 A2l - 6 (FBA, l - 6 (ECJ) = 0

Solve the above equation for the distance, Z. For a uniform granular soil,

Z = KpD
2-KaIH+D)2

(Kp-Kal (H+2D)

Take moments about the point F and check to determine if the sum of the
moments is equal to zero, as it must be. Readjust the depth of penetration, D, and
repeat until convergence is reached; i.e., the sum of the moments about F is zero.

4. Add 20 to 40 percent to the calculated depth of penetration. This will give a
safety factor of approximately 1.5 to 2.0. An alternate and more desirable
method is the use of a reduced value of the passive earth pressure coefficient for
design. The maximum allowable earth pressure should be limited to 50 to 75
percent to the ultimate passive resistance.

5. Compute the maximum bending moment, which occurs at the point of zero shear,
prior to increasing the depth by 20 to 40 percent.

A rough estimate of the lateral displacement may be obtained by considering the wall
to be rigidly held at an embedment of Y2 D and subjected to a triangular load distribution
approximating the actual applied active loading. The displacement at any distance y from
the top of the pile is then given by the following expression:
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L',.Q =
Pt =

Q

H=
D =

where

in which
and

displacement in inches
total applied load over length in pounds
H + Y2D in inches
exposed length of sheeting in inches
penetration of sheeting in surface stratum, plus one-half of
penetration in any lower, more dense, coarse grained
stratum. Neglect any penetration in rock (inches) .

Simplified Method - A simplified method of design is illustrated in Figure 15(b). The
passive resistances are simplified by assuming a right triangular pressure on the left side of
the piling and by substitution of a concentrated force C for the net passive resistance on
the right side of the piling . This method results in some error but saves greatly in the
computations. The distance, Do, must satisfy both the requirements of equilibrium. The
calculated value of Do should be increased by 20 to 40 percent to get the total design
depth of penetration.

Figure 18 gives a useful method to design cantilever sheet piling in homogeneous
granular soil, analyzed by the conventional method. This chart allows the designer to
obtain directly the depth ratio, D/H, and the maximum moment ratio, MmaxI'Y'KaH 3 as
a funct ion of the ratio of passive to active pressure coefficients, KplKa, for various
positions of water level. It is, therefore, independent of the method of obtaining Kp or
Ka. The chart was developed for a wet unit weight, 'Y, equal to twice the submerged unit
weight, 'Y'. To use Figure '18, one may determine ¢ and 'Y from Table 2, I) from Table 4
and Kp/Ka and Ka from Figure 3 (a). A design example is given at the end of problem
NO.1 (pages 86 -90).

Cantilever Sheet Piling in Cohesive Soils - Two cases of cantilevered walls in cohesive
soi Is are of interest: (1) sheet pi Ie wa lis entirely in clay and (2) walls driven in clay and
backfilled with sand. Different lateral earth pressures develop for each case.

Wall Entirely in Cohesive Soil - Design of sheet piling in cohesive soils is complicated
by the fact that the strength of clay changes with time and, accordingly, the lateral earth
pressures also change with time. The depth of penetration and the size of piling must
satisfy the pressure conditions that exist immediately after installation and the long-term
conditions after the strength of the clay has changed. Immediately after the sheet piling is
installed, earth pressure may be calculated on the assumption that undrained strength of
the clay prevails. That is, it is assumed that the clay derives all its strength from cohesion
and no strength from internal friction. The analysis is usually carried out in terms of total
stress using a cohesion value, c, equal to one-half the unconfined compressive strength, .
quo The method is usually referred to as a "¢ = 0" analysis.

Figure 19 illustrates the initial pressure conditions for sheet piling embedded in
cohesive soil for its entire depth.

(al (bl leI

Fig. 19 - Initial earth pressure for design of cantilever sheet piling entirely on cohesive soil (after Teng l
)
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Since Ka = Kp = 1 when l/> = 0, the passive earth pressure on the left side of the piling is
given by:

Pp ='Ye(Z - H) + qu

and the active pressure on the right side of the piling is given by:

where Z = depth below the original ground surface, ft.
qu = 2c = unconfined compressive strength, Ibs-per sq. ft .
'Ye = effective unit soil weight (moist unit weight above the

water level and submerged unit weight below the water
level), Ibs-per cubic ft.

24

The negative earth pressure or tension zone, as shown by the dotted line, is ignored
. because the soil may develop tension cracks in the upper portion. Since the slopes of the

active and passive pressure lines are equal (Ka =Kp ), the net resistance on the left side of
the wall is constant below the dredge line and is given by:

Note that, theoretically, there will be no net pressure and the wall will fail if 'YeH is
greater than 2qu. The height, Hc = 2qu/'Ye, is often called the critical wall height.

For the lower portion, where the pi!ing moves to the right, the net resistance is given
by:

Pp - Pa = 2qu + 'YeH

which is illustrated in Figure 19 (b). The resulting net pressure distribution on the wall is
as shown in Figure 19 (a), and the method of solution is the same as that presented for
the design of cantilevered sheet pile walls in granular soils. The point d and the depth of
penetration D are chosen so as to satisfy the conditions of static equilibrium; i.e., the sum
of the horizontal forces equal to zero and the sum of the moments about any point equal
to zero.

Similar to the simplified method for granular soils, the design may be made using the
pressure diagram shown in Figure 19 (c); i.e., by ass-uming the passive pressure on the
right side of the piling is.replaced by the concentrated reaction, C. The depth, Do, should
be increased by 20 to 40 percent to obtain the total design depth of penetration using
this method.

Wall in Cohesive Soil Below Dredge Line - Granular Backfill Above Dredgeline - The
above methods may also be extended to the case where sheet piling is driven in clay and
backfilled with granular soil as shown in Figure 20. The only difference is the active
pressure above the dredge line is equal to Ka'YeZ for a granular backfill. The simplified
method is shown in Figure 20 (b). The methods of design are exactly the same as dis
cussed previously.
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Fig. 20 - Initial earth pressure for design of cantilever sheet piling:

in cohesive soil backfilled with granular soil lafter Te,:,gl)

The long-term condition for sheet piling in clays must also be considered, as mentioned
previously, due to time dependent changes in ¢ and c. The analysis should be carried out
using effective stress parameters c' and ¢' obtained from consolidated-drained tests, or
from consolidated-undrained tests in which pore pressure measurements are made.
Limited experimental data indicates that the long-term value of c is quite small, and that
for design purposes c may be conservatively taken as zero. The final value of ¢ is usually
between 20 and 30 degrees. The lateral pressures in the clay over a long period of time
approach those for a granular soil. Therefore, the long-term condition is analyzed as
described in the preceding section for granular soils.

Figure 22, page 26 provides design curves for cantilever sheet piling in cohesive soil
with granular soil backfill based upon the simplified method of analysis. This chart allows
the designer to obtain directly the depth ratio, DjR and the maximum moment ratio,
Mmaxh'KaH3, as a function of the net passive resistance, 2qu - 'YeH, divided by the
expression 'Y'KaH. The chart is, therefore, independent of the method of obtaining Ka
and was developed for a wet unit weight, 'Y, equal to twice the submerged unit weight, 'Y'.
To use Figure 22, the values for qu and 'Ye may be obtained from Table 3. For the sand
backfill, 0 may be found in Table 4 and Ka from Figure 3 (a). A design example is given
at the end of Problem No.2 (pages 91-94).

ANCHORED WALLS
General - Anchored sheet pile walls derive their support by two means: passive pressure
on the front of the embedded portion of the wall and anchor tie rods near the top of the
piling. This method is suitable for heights up to about 35 feet, depending on the soil
conditions. For higher walls the use of high-strength steel piling, reinforced sheet piling,
relieving platforms or additional tiers of tie rods may be necessary. The overall stability
of anchored sheet pile walls and the stresses in the members depends on the interaction of
a number of factors, such as the relative stiffness of the piling, the depth of piling pene
tration, the relative compressibility and strength of the soil, the amount of anchor yield,
etc. In general, the greater the depth of penetration the lower the resultant flexural
stresses.

Figure 21 shows the general relationship between depth of penetration, lateral pressure
distribution and elastic line or deflection shape.

q

(t=O

C

(d)(cl(bl(a)

Fig. 21 - Affect of depth of penetration on pressure distribution and deflected shape
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Case (a) is commonly called the free earth support method. The passive pressures in front
of the wall are insufficient to prevent lateral deflection and rotations at point C. Cases
(b), (c) and (d) show the effect of increasing the depth of penetration. In cases (b) and (c)
the passive pressure has increased enough to prevent lateral deflection at C; however, ro
tation still occurs. In case (d) passive pressures have sufficiently developed on both sides
of the wall to prevent both lateral deflection and rotation at C. This case is commonly
called the fixed earth support method because point C is essentially fixed. Cases (a) and
(d) represent the two extremes in design.

Some different methods in current usage for the design of anchored sheet pile walls are
grouped and discussed in the following order:

Free Earth Support Method
Rowe's Moment Reduction Method
Fixed Earth Support Method (Equivalent Beam)
Graphical Methods
Danish Rules

Free Earth Support Method - This method is based on the assumption that the soil
into which the lower end of the piling is driven is incapable of producing effective
restraint from passive pressure to the extent necessary to induce negative bending
moments. The piling is driven just deep enough to assure stability, assuming that the
maximum possible passive resistance is fully mobilized. The sheet piling is assumed to be
inflexible and that no pivot point exists below the dredge line i.e., no passive resistance
develops on the backside of the piling. Earth pressures may be computed by the
Coulomb or log-spiral method. With these assumptions the design becomes a problem in
simple statics. Procedures for the design of anchored sheet piling in granular and cohesive
soil are discussed separately below.

Design in Granular Soil - Figure 23 shows the resulting pressure distributions for an
anchored sheet pile wall in granular and cohesive soil. The following design procedure as
suggested in Tenq! , may be used:

y .

In Granular Soil

-f=Ii':=--,-iT-- T = tie rod pull

Pa = earth pressure above point
a +other horizonW for..
lexcept Tl

la)

In Cohesive SoiI

.----.-----f''=T-- T = tie rod pull

-L---i:::::::::::t-----::-:-- Pa = total horiz.
force (except
Tl above
dredge line

Fig. 23 - Design or anchored sheet piling by free-earth method (after Teng 1
)

1. Compute the active and passive lateral pressures using appropriate coefficients of
lateral earth pressure. If the Coulomb method is used, it should be used
conservatively for the passive case.

Note: Figure 23 (a) shows the general case for an anchored wall in granular soil
backfilled with granular material having different soil properties. Therefore, 'Ye
refers to the equivalent soil unit weight, either wet to submerged, for the
particular soil layer in question. Also, Ka' refers to the active pressure coef
ficient for the natural in-place granular soil.

2. Calculate the weight of overburden and surcharge load at the dredge level, 'YeH.

3. Locate the point of zero pressure given by

y = 'YeHKci/(pp - Pa)
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4. Calculate Pa , the resultant force of the earth pressure above a, and its distance, L,
below the tie rod level.

5. To satisfy equilibrium, the wall must be deep enough so that the moment due to
the net passive pressure will balance the moment due to the resu Itant active force
Pa. Sum moments about the tie rod level.

Solve for D 1 • Since the equation is cubic in D1 , a trial and error method would be
appropriate.

6. Compute the tie rod tension given by

T =Pa - Y:!(Pp-Pa)D
1

2

7. The maximum bending moment occurs at the point of zero shear in the wall,
below the tie rod level.

8. Select the appropriate sheet pile section (Note: Use of Rowe's moment reduction
theory can be utilized. This theory is discussed in a subsequent section.)

9. Add 20 to 40 per cent to D
1

to provide a margin of safety, or divide Pp by a
factor of safety of 1.5 to 2.0 in steps 1, 3 and 4.

Design charts have also been developed for anchored walls in homogeneous granular
soil for the free earth support method as shown in Figure 24.

These curves give the depth ratio, D/H, the maximum moment ratio, MmaxlY'KaH3,
and the tie rod ratio, T/'Y'KaH2 , as a function of the ratio of the passive to active earth
pressure coefficients, KplKa. The curves are independent of the method of obtaining Kp
or Ka. The curves in Figure 24 were developed for a wet unit soil weight, 'Y, equal to
twice the submerged unit weight, 'Y', and a depth of anchor equal to 0.25H as shown.
Resulting moments and tie rod tension are force per unit length of wall. To use Figure 24,
one may determine if> and 'Y from Table 2, 0 from Table 4, and Kp/Ka from Figure 3 (a).
A design example is given at the end of Problem No. 1 (pages 95-100).

Design in Cohesive Soils - Figure 25 shows the resulting pressure distribution and
application of the free earth support method for an anchored sheet pile wall in cohesive
soil. The following design procedure may be used:

+-----='!~W~.L=-.1=-f""==T--r-----

H

Clay

T = tie rod pull per foot of wall

Fig. 25 - The free-earth-support method of anchored-bulkhead design in clay with granular backfill
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1. Determine the immediate and long-term strength of the soil by undrained tests
(ct>~0) and drained tests (c~O), respectively. Check stability to see that the design
height is less than the critical height, H < 2qu/'Ye, in order that a net passive pres
su re will resu It.

2. Calculate Pa, the resultant force due to active earth pressure (and surcharge, if
any) above the dredge line.

3. To satisfy equilibrium sum moments about the tie rod level:

k MT = (L)(Pa ) - (4c - 'YeH)D' (Ht + %D') = O.

Solve for D'.
4. Compute the tie rod tension given by

T = Pa - (4c - 'YeH)D'

5. Determine the maximum bending moment at the point of zero shear.
6. Select the appropriate pile section. (Note: Use of Rowe's moment reduction

theory can be utilized. This theory is discussed in a subsequent section.)
7. Add 20 to 40 per cent of D' or use 50 to 75 per cent of the full cohesion in steps

1 and 2.
Figure 26 presents design curves for anchored steel sheet pile walls in cohesive soil with

granular backfill. These curves give the depth ratio, D/H, the maximum moment ratio,
Mmax/'Y'KaH3, and the anchor pu II ratio, T1'Y'KaH2, as a function of the "net passive
pressure coefficient," (2qu-'YeH )/'Y'K aH . The term 2qu-'YeH is the net passive pressure on
the left side of the wall below the dredge line where 'YeH is the vertical pressure at the
dredge line. The term 'Y'KaH will normally vary from about 300 to 500, therefore
practical values of (2qu-'YeH)/'Y'KaH can be qu ite small for low strength soils. For th is
reason the curves have been extended to include this lower range. The curves in Figure 26
were developed for a wet unit so il weight, 'Y, equal to twice the submerged unit weight,
Y, and for a depth of anchor rod below the top of the wall equal to 0.25H. To use Figure
26, the values for qu and 'Ye may be obtained from Table 3. For the sand backfill, 8 may
be found on Table 4 and K a from Figure 3 (a) . A design example is given at the end of
Problem No.2 (pages 101-103).

Rowe's Moment Reduction Theory

Steel sheet piling is quite flexible causing earth pressures to redistribute or differ from the
classical hydrostatic distribution. In particular it has been observed that the bending
moment in sheet piling generally decreases with increasing flexibility of the piling. This is
due to the interdependence between the type of deflection or yield of the buried portion
of the sheet piling and the corresponding distribution of passive earth pressure. With
increasing flexibility, the yield of the buried part assumes the character of a rotation
about the lower edge of the bulkhead causing the center of the passive pressure to move
closer to the dredge line. This in turn decreases the maximum bending moment. As a
consequence, if a reduction in the maximum bending moment calculated by the free earth
support method is neglected, an uneconomical and wasteful design will result. However, if 
the moment reduction is considered, a lower section modulus will be required introducing
the possibility of using a lighter piling section.

Rowe 24, 25, 26, 27 has established a definite relationship between the degree of
flexibility of an anchored bulkhead, expressed as a coefficient p = (H + D)4 lEI, and the
reduction of the actual bending moment, M, as compared to the free earth support value,
Mmax. Figure 27 shows the relationship between the ratio M/Mmax and p for both
medium dense and very dense granular soils. For a given wall of height, H, analyzed by
the free earth support method, the designer can develop "structural curves" for various
piling sections and each grade of steel. Any section falling below the moment reduction
curve for the appropriate relative soil density would be inadequate. A design example is
given at the end of Problem NO.1 (pages 95 -100) illustrating the use of Rowe's Moment
Reduction Theory.
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Fig. 27 - Rowe's moment reduction curves (after Navdocks ll
)

Rowe has also extended the moment reduction theory to cohesive soils by introducing
the stability number concept. The stability number is the ratio of the cohesion below the
dredge line to )' eH at the dredge line and is a measure of the net passive resistance. To
account for adhesion, Rowe has proposed the defin ition:cpa cS ==-- 1 + - == 1.25-

'YeH c 'YeH
(for design purposes)

Figure 28 shows the relationship established between the stability number as defined
above and the ratio of the design moment, M, to the maximum moment, Mmax,
calculated by the free earth support method for var ious height to total length ratios, 0'.
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Curves for three wall flexibility numbers are given. The designer, knowing the stability
number, S, and the depth to height ratio, ex, can determine the moment reduction and,
therefore, size the piling for a particular flexibility p , Values of p between those given can
be interpolated. The stability number concept will be expanded in a later section.

Fixed Earth Support Meth~d (Equivalent Beam Method)- This method is based on the
assumption that the wall deflections, ~, are such that the elastic line of the wall will take
the shape indicated on Figure 29.

-1¥-1~· L. JI---'I~
Hw

Dredge Line I
(\\\I'?,,(\\\VI<\,V 7 >t.......

Fig. 29 - Fixed earth support method

The deflected shape reverses its curvature at the point of contraflexure, c, and becomes
vertical at point t. Consequently, the wall acts like a partially built-in beam subjected to
bending moments.

To produce this deflected shape, the wall must be driven deep enough so that the soil
beneath the dredge line provides the required restraint on the bulkhead deformations.
The elastic line method of assuming a depth of penetration and calculating the resulting
deflected shape to see that it agrees with the assumption is very time consuming and very
seldom used in practice. Blum (see Tschebotarioff"] has developed a much simpler
procedure known as the equivalent beam method, utilizing a theoretical relationship
between the angle of internal friction, 1/>, and the distance, x, to a point of contraflexure.
Figure 30 illustrates the method, which is limited in its use to granular soils.
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Fig. 30 - Equivalent beam method (after Teng 1
)

tel

The equivalent beam method assumes a hinge at the point of contraflexure, since the
bending moment there is zero. The part above the hinge can then be treated as a separate,
freely supported beam with an overhanging end as shown in Figure 30 (d). The reactions
Rand T and the bending moments can then be determined from statics and simple beam
theory. The lower portion, below the point of contraflexure, can also be analyzed as a
separate, freely supported beam on two supports, Rand C. Based on these assumptions,
the sheet piling in granular soils may be designed by the following steps:

1. Compute the active and passive lateral pressures using the appropriate earth
pressure coefficients.
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2. Determine the distance, y, from: y = 'YeH~

Pp-P£

where 'YelI = weight of backfill and surcharge load above the dredge
line, using buoyant weight for soil below the water level

Ka= coefficient of active earth pressure for the soil below the
dredge line

3. Locate the point of contraflexure by the chart shown in Figure 30 (e).
4. Determine the reaction R at the point of contraflexure. R is the horizontal

reaction at point b obtained by treating the piling above b as a simple beam
supported at b and at the tie rod level as shown in Figure 30 (d).

5. Treat the lower portion of the piling, eb, as a simple beam and determine the
dimension eb by equating the moment about the base e to zero.

6. The depth of penetration, D, is equal to the sum of the dimensions eb and x. To
provide a margin of safety, either add 20 to 40 per cent to the calculated Qepth of
penetration, D, or use a reduced value of K pby dividing it by a safety factor of
1.5 to 2.0.

7. Determine the maximum bending moment at the point of zero shear and size the
piling.

Generally the point of contraflexure and the point of zero pressure are very close and
.for design purposes the value of x may be taken equal to y. For this case, the depth of
penetration may be expressed by the following equation:

D = y + j 6R
Pp-Pa

where y = distance from the dredge line to the point of zero pressure
R = horizontal reaction at 0, obtained by assuming the piling is

simply supported at point 0 and at the tie rod level
Pp , Pa = passive and active earth pressures in the soil below the

dredge line
A design example is given illustrating the Equivalent Beam Method (Problem No.3,

pages 104-106).

Tschebotarioff" has proposed the use of an even more simplified equivalent beam
procedure, as shown in Figure 31.

-R

Top of Ground

T .~

1--+-----

Dredge Line

y
r D=O.43aIH+DI ['l"I"' -~IlH+D)l

L l.
(clean sand)

Fig.31 - Simplified equivalent beam method (after Tschebotarioff'']

By this method, a hinge is assumed at the dredge line and the depth of penetration is set
at 0.43a(H+D). To determine bending moments, the bulkhead above the dredge line is
treated as a statically determinate beam on two supports, T and R, with an overhanging
end. The reader is directed to Soil Mechanics, Foundations and Earth Structures, by G. P.
Tschebotarioff for a more detailed discussion.
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Graphical Methods - Graphical methods can sometimes be advantageously used to
design sheet pile retaining walls especially for cases of complex or irregular loading. The
lateral pressure distribution is first determined by the methods previously outlined. The
maximum bending moment and the anchor pull are then determined by application of
the graphical methods. The wall and the corresponding pressure diagram is divided into a
number of equal panels or sections as shown in Figure 32. The resultant earth pressure on
each panel is replaced by an equivalent concentrated force acting through the center of
the section and drawn to a convenient scale. The method for the design of anchored and
cantilevered walls differs slightly and will be discussed separately below.

Cantilevered Wall - Once the wall has been divided and the equivalent forces
determined, a vector diagram or string polygon is constructed (Figure 32) asfollows. On a
horizontal base line, commencing at the right, the successive force vectors for each panel
from the point of zero pressure to the bottom of the wall are laid off end to end i.e., the
passive equivalent forces. The theoretical depth of the sheet piling is unknown; therefore,
arbitrary depth must be chosen. A pole 0 is then selected at a distance from the base line
equal to

selected scale of the moments
scale of the equivalent forces x scale of lengths

The moment scale is selected so as to give a convenient size of drawing. The successive
equivalent active force vectors above the point of zero pressure are laid off end to end on
a horizontal line originating at the pole 0 and extending to the right. From pole 0 lines
are drawn to the ends of all the passive load vectors and from the right hand edge of the
passive load line to the ends of all the active load vectors. This procedure is relatively
simple and is illustrated in Figure 32.

The moment diagram is then drawn asfollows. Starting at the top of the piling at point
0', the line 0'-1' in the moment diagram is drawn parallel to line A-1 of the vector
diagram, intersecting the first or top load line of action at point 1'; from point l' line
1'-2' is then drawn parallel to line A-2 of the vector diagram intersecting the second load
line of action at 2'. The process is continued through all sections including both active
and passive lines.

0'

D = 2.14+7.1 +1.05

Pa = 3505.3 K/FT.

Pp = y, (Kp'Ka)'Y'do'

Pp = Y, (6.29) (651 (7.1)'

Pp =10.305 K/FT.

Rc =Pp : Pa = 6,800 K/FT.

0.45(6800) .
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Fig. 32 - (Continued)
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The theoretical penetration, Do, to the point of rotation or zero deflection, c, is
determined by the intersection of the line of moments with the tangent at the top of the
wall. If the tangent does not intersect, more passive pressure is needed and the assumed
depth must be increased. Below this point the wall deflects in the opposite direction
causing passive pressure to develop on the right hand side. The additional driving depth
required to develop the passive pressure to balance forces may be approximated by

O.45Rc
t;. = - - -

qc

where !:l = the additional required driving depth
Rc = the reaction at c due to the passive pressure below c
qc = the passive pressure (on the left) at c i.e., (Kp - Ka}'YeDo

The reaction Rc is found from the vector diagram and is equal to Pp - Pa where

Therefore, the total depth required below the dredge line is

D = y + Do + t;.

where y is the distance from the dredge line to the point of zero pressure. The elastic line
of the wall assuming fixity at point c can be found by the same method using the
moment diagram as a lateral pressure diagram. In this way, the deflection at the top of
the wall can be checked for tolerance.

Anchored Walls - The vector diagram or string polygon may also be used to design
anchored walls by use of the simplified equivalent beam method. The vector diagram is
drawn as shown in Figure 33. On a horizontal line commencing at the right, the successive
loads for the sections from the bottom to the top of the equivalent beam are laid off end
to end. The pole distance is selected as for cantilevered walls. The moment diagram is
constructed exactly as in the cantilevered case starting at the bottom of the equivalent
beam. The line drawn for the top section of the moment diagram is projected back to
intersect the line of action of the anchor pull at A'. From A' a straight line is then drawn
to the starting point 0'. This straight line is the base line of the moment diagram and its
inclination depends on the position of a in the vector diagram. The line A-a in the vector
diagram is drawn through a parallel to A'-O' and gives the magnitude of the anchor
tension and the equivalent reaction at the point of zero pressure. The maximum bending
moment is found by scaling the maximum horizontal distance from A '-O' to the curve in
the moment diagram. The total depth of penetration is obtained from the equation

where R = the equivalent reaction at the base found from the vector
diagram

y = the distance from the dredge line to the point of zero
pressure

'Ye = effective unit soil weight below the dredge line

36
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Fig. 33 - Graphical determination of bending moment and anchor load on steel sheet piling wall

Danish Rules - The Danish Rules, published by the Danish Society of Civil Engineers,
are based on studies of a number of existing sheet pile structures and are purely empirical.
They apply to single anchored sheet pile walls in cohesion less material and represent the
least conservative approach to design. Although the Danish Rules have been subject to
considerable criticism, especially with respect to the assumed pressure distribution, they
have formed the design basis for many very economical sheet pile structures in use today.
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Figure 34 shows the assumed pressure distribution on a sheet pile wall. The wall is
assumed to be simply supported at points A and B, where B is located at the center of the
passive resistance. The active earth pressure distribution is obtained by Coulomb's Theory
(with no wall friction) and modified by a parabola to decrease the lateral pressure in the
middle region of AB by an amount q, and increase the pressure by 1.5q at A. The
quantity q may be considered a reduction factor due to the arching effect of the soil,
thereby causing concentration near the top and bottom of the wall.

B

Sheet Piling Length = (t - t, )

L'

_ Relief parabola

:;-::~;:;;;;k

L

T [Tie-rod]

</><30"

l'

Classical earth
pressure
distribution

Fig. 34 - Danish method of sheet pile wall design

(1 + n)Ea
Laall

1 + 0.0]
sin¢

k

where

The magnitude of q, the parabolic stress relief ordinate, is expressed by

10l' + 4l
q = k 10l' + 5l Pm

L' = height of soil above point A, including the equivalent
height of surcharge converted in terms of'Y of the backfill

L = length AB.
Pm = the equivalent uniformly distributed pressure on the wall

between the simple supports A and B that will give the
same bending moment, M1 , as the trapezoidal Coulomb
active pressure distribution AVZB, i.e., Pm = 8M L/L

2

1and

where (i) = average angle of internal friction between points A and B
n = ratio of the negative bending moment at the anchor level

to the maximum positive bending moment of the span, L,
below the tie rod

E = modulus of elasticity of steel = 29 x 106 psi
a = distance between extreme fibers of sheet piling

aall = allowable steel bending stress in sheet piling

The value of k varies from about 0.80 to 0.90 for steel and may be assumed equal to 0.9
for design purposes.
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(b)

The bending moments and anchor pull can be determined from the pressure
d istribution established between A and B. The following approximate relationships may
be used. The tension, T, in the tie rod at point A is

Mo 1
T = A L + Ao + L - 12 qL

where AL= reaction at A corresponding to the earth pressu re d iagram
AVZB.

Ao= resultant of the pressure above the tie rod
Mo = cantilever moment at A due to the pressure above the tie rod

The soil reaction at B is B = B
L-

MO_~qL
L 3

where BLc: reaction at B corresponding to the earth pressure diagram
AVZB

The maximum positive bending moment to be used for design of the sheet piling is
Mo 17 2

M = ML- 2 - 192 qL

where ML= the maximum bending moment coresponding to the earth
pressure diagram AVZB

The required depth, D, is determined by the condition that the total passive earth
pressure, calculated according to Coulomb's Theory (with {j = %4», should equal the
reaction B. This necessitates a tr ial and error approach. The driving depth should be
increased to Dv'2to provide a margin of safety of approximately 2.

High Sheet Pile Walls (Two Anchor System) - When the height between the dredgeline
and the anchor is greater than about 35 feet, it may prove economical to utilize a second
tie rod at a lower level. This will reduce both the moment in the wall and the required
depth of penetration. Figure 35 shows two arrangements for a sheet pile wall having two
tie rods. Method (a) is preferred because the different tie rod lengths and separate anchors
used in method (b) tend to cause different horizontal deflections at the two wales.

~

~

~

~,-

(a) :::1 ~

Fig. 35 - Typical anchorage for two tie rods

The principles of design for multiple tie rods are the same as for walls having one tie rod.
A convenient method to investigate alternate designs for two t ies is as follows:

1. Referring to Figure 36, calculate the deflection, .6.
2

' of a single tie wall at the
proposed level of the second tie. Then the tension, T2' in the lower tie is simply
that force applied at the lower tie rod level that is necessary to produce an equal,
but opposite deflectlon zs, in the single tie wall. The wall can be treated as a
simple span between the upper tie rod and the resultant, Rp, of the passive resis
tance, as shown in Figure 36 .

Fig. 36 - Analysis with two tie rods

y

o
C N IM
11 +

(I) >-
+
:E
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If backfilling is commenced before the installation of the lower tie rod, an initial
deflection, 0', will occur in the wall. Consequently, the calculated force in the
lower tie rod will be reduced by the ratio (02 -0 ')/0 2 , since the actual deflection,
0', cannot be counteracted.

2. The reduction of tension in the top tie rod due to the introduction of the lower
tie rod is equal to the reaction of the simple span mentioned above with a single
point load equal to the tension in the lower tie rod. Allowance should be made
for the increased tension in both tie rods if they are inclined, as in Figure 35 (a).
Once T 1 and T2 are determined, the depth of penetration can be revised by
statics; however, it is wise to keep in mind that the above methods are only
approximate. It is recommended that any reduction factor be omitted if a wall
has two or more tiers of tie rods.

STABILITY OF SHEET PILE WALLS

The height of a sheet pile wall driven in cohesive soils is limited by the initial strength of
the clay below the level of the dredge line. This is true for anchored or cantilevered walls
and for either granular or cohesive backfill above the dredge line. For heights in excess of
this limit, the wall will fail. Therefore, the first step in the design of sheet pile walls in
cohesive soils should be the investigation of the limiting height.

Figure 37 shows a sheet pile wall driven in cohesive soil together with the lateral earth
pressures below the dredge line. The net passive resistance below the dredge line is given
by:

Pp - Pa = [qu + 'Y (Z-H)] - ['YeH+ 'Y (Z-H) - qu] = 2qu - 'YeH

where qu = unconfined compressive strength = twice the cohesion, c.
"Ye = the effective unit weight of soil above the dredge line =

moist unit weight above water level and submerged unit
weight below water level

Z = depth below ground line .
H = the height of the soil above the dredge line, including the

equivalent height of any unifrom surcharge
"Y = unit weight of soil below the dredge line

If the height of the wall, H, is such that the net passive resistance is zero, failure will
occur. This will occur when 2qu ="YeH, that is, when the ratio 2q u!"YeH = 1. Howe?? has
introduced the concept of the stability number, S, defined as:

S - qu
- 2'YeH

~2qu -'Yell
Fig. 37 - Stability of sheet piling in cohesive soils (after Teng l )

Since adhesion, Ca, will develop between the soil and the sheet piling, the stability
number may be modified as:
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where

s=_C_ j 1 +ca
'YeH c

ca= the wall adhesion



Table 5 gives recommended values of adhesion for various soil strengths.

CONSISTENCY COHESION, C ADHESION, Ca
OF SOIL PSF PSF

VERY SOFT 0- 250 0- 250
SOFT 250 - 500 250 - 480
MEDIUM STIFF 500 - 1000 480 - 750
STIFF 1000 - 2000 750 - 950
VERY STIFF 2000 - 4000 950 - 1300

. Table 5 - Approximate values of adhesion (after Navdocksll )

For design, it is sufficient to take the value of V 1 + (ca/c) as 1.25 and, therefore, S =

0.31. Hence, a sheet pile wall driven into cohesive soils should have a minimum stability
number of about 0.31 times an appropriate safety factor.

The conventional Swedish Circular Arc method for unretained earth slopes can also be
used to check the stability of the soil adjacent to a sheet pile wall. The method can be
applied to soil having both internal friction, ¢, and cohesion, c. Figure 38 illustrates the
method. The factor of safety is defined as the resisting moment divided by the driving
moment. Referring to Figure 38, the resisting and driving moments are:

N N

Driving Moment = L Wi x Qj or R LTj
i=1 i=1

N N

Resisting Moment = RL Ljcj + RL Nj tantl>i
i=1 i=1

where Wi =
Qj

Li
ci =

Ni =
R =

tane] =

weight of the it h slice
lever arm of the it h slice about 0
length of circular arc at the base of the it h slice.
cohesion at the baseof the it h slice.
normal component of the weight of the it h slice.
radius of the circular arc.
angle of internal friction at the base of the it h slice.

o LOCATED BY TRIAL AND ERROR
- TO DETERMINE MINIMUM FACTOR

OF SAFETY

DREDGE
LINE

Fig. 38 - Swedish arc method of stability

This method is also applicable to stratified deposits. The soil properties for each layer
should be used to calculate the weights and resistance at the base of each slice. Any water
above the dredge line should be included in the weight of the slice. The reader should
refer to a standard text on soil mechanics, such asFundamentals of Soil Mechanics by D.
Taylor 18 for a more detailed discussion.
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DESIGN OF ANCHORAGE SYSTEMS FOR SHEET PILE WALLS

TIE RODS

Tie rods are frequently subjected to tensions much greater than the calculated values. The
conventional methods of calculating anchor pull involve the assumption that the resulting
active pressure distribution is hydrostatic, or triangular. In reality, the real distribution
may be somewhat different and the corresponding anchor tension may be greater than
that computed. The anchor pull may also increase because of repeated application and
removal of heavy surcharges or an unequal yield of adjacent anchorages that causes
overloading. Because of these possibilities, the computed tie rod design tension should be
increased by about 30 per cent for the tie rod proper, and 50 to 100 per cent at splices
and connections where stress concentration can develop. The pull on a tie rod before any
increase is assessed would then be

A - T xd
P - c;;s-a

where Ap = the anchor pull in pounds per tie rod
T = the anchor pull in pounds per foot width of wall
d = distance between rods in feet (center to center)
a = inclination of tie rod with the horizontal
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Any soft soil below the tie rods, even at great depth, may consolidate under the weight
of recent backfill , causing the ground to settle. A small settlement will cause the tie rods
to sag under the weight of the soil above them. This sagging will result in an increase in
tensile stress in the tie rod as it tends to pull the sheeting. In order to eliminate this
condition, one of the following methods may be used :

1. Support the tie rods with light vertical piles at 20 to 30-foot intervals.
2. Encase the anchor rods in large conduits

Tie rods are usually round structural steel bars with upset threaded ends to avoid a
reduction in the net area due to the threads. In order to take up slack, turnbuckles are
usually provided in every tie rod.

WALES

The horizontal reaction from an anchored sheet pile wall is transferred to the tie rods by
a flexural member known as a wale. It normally consists of two spaced structural steel
channels placed with their webs back to back in the horizontal position. Figure 39 shows
common arrangements of wales and tie rods located on both the inside and outside of a
sheet pile wall. The channels are spaced with a sufficient distance between their webs to
clear the upset end of -t he tie rods. Pipe segments or other types of separators are used to
maintain the required spacing when the channels are connected together. If wales are
constructed on the inside face of the sheet piling, every section of sheet piling is bolted to
the wale to transfer the reaction of the piling. While the best location for the wales is on
the outside face of the wall, where the piling will bear against the wales, they are gener
ally placed inside the wall to provide a clear outside face.



SECTION C-C

OUTSIDE
WALESTEEL SHEET

PILE ANCHOR -

-+--.~-

ANCHOR ROD (TIE ROD)

1··

FIXING BOLTS
(TIE BOLTS)

Fig. 39 - Typical wale and anchor rod details

-[-~
FIXING PLATE

. ~ ~. ."CA" .",,"

SECTION A-A

For sizing purposes, the response of a wale may be assumed to be somewhere between
that of a continuous beam on several supports(the tie rods) and a single span on simple

. supports. Therefore, the maximum bending moment for design will be somewhere
between

Mmax = (1/10)Td2 (three continuous spans- simply supported)

Mmax = (1/8)Td2 (single span - simply supported)

where T = the anchor pull in pounds per foot (before increase)
d = distance between rods in feet (center to center)

The above expressions are only approx imations. An exact analysis wou Id have to take
into account the elasticity of the tie rods, the rigidity of the wale and the residual stresses
induced during bolting operations.

The required section modulus of the wale is

s= Mmax
Uall

where S = the section modulus of the wale for both channels
Gall = allowable steel bending stress

Wales are connected to the sheet piling by means of fixing plates and bolts. Each bolt
transmits a pull proportional to the width, Q, of a single sheet pile, and equal to
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where Rb = pull in pounds per bolt
Q = the driving distance of a single sheet pile (if each section is

bolted)
F.5. = a desired safety factor to cover stresses induced during

bolting (between 1.2 and 1.5)

The fixing plate (as shown in Figure 39, Section A-A) may be designed as a beam simply
supported at two points (the longitudinal webs of the wale) and bearing a single load, Rb,
in the center.

The wales are field bolted at joints known as fish plates or splices, as shown in Figure
39, Section C-C. It is preferable to splice both channels at the same point and place the
joint at a recess in the double piling element. Splices should be designed for the
transmission of the bending moment. The design of tie rods and wales is illustrated in
Problem No. 4a (pages 107-110).

ANCHORS

The stability of an anchored sheet pile bulkhead depends mainly on the stability of the
anchor device to which the wall is fastened. The reaction of the tie rods may be carried
by anyone of the types of anchorages shown in Figure 40.

Backfill
Original
ground

Sand and gravel
com pacted in
layers

(a)

DEADMAN ANCHOR

Original=•............Bac.kfill y/-.'-:" .....
0(1 -.:..•. :';: ..• '

c " •

Concrete cast against
original soil

Final ground
//kY/..0Y))5lfJk.Y'// m )J) m //J /4

~/~Tension\'OI'~'_ pile

Compo

(bl

com~.~ Tension
'pile

T = anchor p.... 11

H-PILE ANCHOR

'~ Pairs of sheet pil es dr iven
Contin~ous sheet :i to greater depth

piles of frequent intervals

(c) as vertical support

~
.

.........~ .....•
. ".-

(d)

SHEET PILE ANCHOR FOOTING ANCHOR

Fig. 40 - Types of anchorage systems (after Teng 1
)

Location of Anchorage - In order for an anchorage system to be effective it must be _
located outside the potential active failure zone developed behind a sheet pile wall. Its
capacity is also impaired if it is located in unstable ground or if the active failure zone
prevents the development of fu II passive resistance of the system. Figure 41 shows several
installations that will not provide the full anchorage capacity required because of failure
to recognize the above considerations.

45° +!
2

. . . _ --.".Ore pile

_______S_oft clay

~Iiding su~ce

Anchorage subjected to
other horiz. forces

Two sliding wedges interfere
with each other

Fig. 41 - Installations having reduced anchorage capacity (after Teng 1
)
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Figure 42 shows the effect of anchorage location on the resistance developed.

Tie rod

H Anchor left of be provides no
resistance.

Anchor right of bf provides full
resistance with no transfer to wall.

Anchor between bc and bf provides partial
resistance and transfers 6Pp to wall.

Vector diagram for free body abde where Pa =
active force on back of de at anchor block.

w

Pa

Fig. 42 - Effects of anchor location relative to the wall (after Navdocksl1
, Terzaghi l 3

)

l>.Pp -

React ion
to Pa --L_...,...-<J~----""""'-

(for granular soils)

If the anchorage is located between be and bf, only partial resistance is developed due to
the intersection of the active and passive failure wedges. However, the theoretical
reduction in anchor capacity may be analytically determined (see Theoretical Soil
Mechanics by K. Terzaqhi.P p. 232.)

Sheet Pile Anchor Walls - Short steel sheet piles driven in the form of a continuous
wall may be used to anchor tie rods. The tie rods are connected with a waling system
similar to that for the "parent" wall , and resistance is derived from passive pressure
developed as the tie rod pulls against the anchor wall. To provide some stability during
installation of the piling and the wales, pairs of the piling should be driven to a greater
depth at frequent intervals. The anchor wall is analyzed by conventional means
considering full passive pressure developed only if the active and passive failure zones do
not intersect. However, if the failure wedges do intersect, the total passive resistance of
the anchor wall will be reduced by the amount

"Y(h2 ) 2

6 Pp = (Kp - Ka) -2-

45 - !

c" ( ~ d

"c , Pp~: L p
A

h
I ..... :: / -" I

I ......-(--L
Passive wedge e ....... ......
of anchor wall ...... ..... c'

~- ~~ ~/~ ~ I -,

I
I

h
2

= depth to the point of intersection of the failure wedges as
shown in Figure 43.

45 -~
c

where

H

K., is obtained from Fig. 5s .

Fig. 43 - Continuous anchor wall (after Navdockst")

The tie rod connection to the anchorage should be ideally located at the point of the

resultant earth pressu res acting on the anchorage. Problem No. 4a (pages 107-110)
illustrates the design of sheet pile anchor walls.

Deadman Anchors - The effects of interaction of the active and passive failure surfaces,
as mentioned above, also apply to the design of dead men anchors.
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Cohesivesoi I
(initial pressure)

Granular soil

Ground surface

T
anchor pull

Care must be exercised to see that the anchor block or deadman does not settle after
construction. This is generally not a problem in undisturbed soils, however, where the
anchorage must be located in unconsolidated fill, piles may be needed to support the
blocks. Also, the soil within the passive wedge of the anchorage should be compacted to
at least 90 per cent of maximum density unless the deadman is forced against firm natural
soil.

Continuous Deadmen Near Ground Surface - A continuous deadman is shown in
Figure 44.

Fig. 44 - Continuous deadmen near ground surface (after Teng!)

If %H>h, assume deadman extends to ground surface and the ultimate capacity of the
deadman is Tult = Pp-Pa

where Tult = ultimate capacity of the deadman, pounds per linear foot
Pp = total passive earth pressure, pounds per linear foot
Pa = total active earth pressure, pounds per linear foot

T~ Tult/2

Short Deadmen Near Ground Surface - Figure 45 shows a deadman of length, L,
located near the ground surface, subjected to an anchor pull, T. Experiments have
indicated that at the time of failure, due to edge effects, the heave of the ground surfaces
takes place in an area as shown. The surface of sliding at both ends is curved.

HJK" Active
---+------1 wedge

The active and passive pressure distributions for granular and cohesive soils are also shown
in Figure 44. For design in cohesive soils, both the immediate and the long-term pressure
conditions should be checked to determine the critical case. A safety factor of two
against failure is recommended; i.e.,

Fig. 45 - Short deadmen near ground surface (after Teng!)

Integration of the resistance along these curved sliding surfaces results in the following
expression for the ultimate capacity of short deadmen in granular soils

Ault ~ L (Pp -Pal +}Ko'Y (VKp +YKa I H3 tan¢

where Ault = ultimate capacity of the deadman, pounds
L = lenqth of the deadman, feet

Pp,Pa = total passive and active pressure, pounds per lineal foot
K o = coefficient of earth pressure at rest. (It may be taken as

0.4 for design of deadman)
'Y = unit weight of soil, pounds per cubic foot.

Kp,Ka = coefficients of passive and active earth pressure.
H = height of deadman, feet.
ct> ;= angle of internal friction.

For cohesive soils, the second term in the above expression should be replaced by the
cohesive resistance, thus

where

Ault~ L (Pp -Pal + 2cH2

c = the cohesion of the soil, pounds per square foot.
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GWT

ANCHOR SLAB DESIGN BASED ON MODEL TESTS

General Case in Granular Soils

N. K. Ovesen " conducted 32 different model tests in granular so il and developed a
procedure for designing anchor slabs located in a zone where the anchor resistance can be
fully mobilized . The proposed method considers that the earth pressure in front of the
slab is calculated on the basis of a rupture surface corresponding to a translation of the
slab. This method can be used to solve the general case in Figure 46 (a) for rectangular
anchors of limited he ight and length located at any depth as shown in Figure 46 (b).
Surface loads behind the anchor slab are not included in this publication since their
influence is small on the anchor resistance for granular soils with an angle of internal
friction equal to or greater than 30 degrees.,,!i',L/\::t·; ) ;;'';;;'.t:iih!)):2;;; iliU::~\Lt:::tii;

h : : T

:""f=': ;,
hu .. : z'" ....L

Fig. 46 (a) - Geometrical parameters for an
anchor slab.

Fig. 46 (b) - Geometrical parameters for anchor
slabs with limited height and length.

Where A
GWT
Gw

H
L
T
W
Z
hu
h
2
qm

'Y
'Y'

resultant anchor force per slab, Ibs.
ground water tabl e
weight per foot of wall of the anchor plus the
soil on top of the slab, Ibs. per foot
distance from base of slab to ground surface , ft.
distance between centers of two consecutive slabs, ft.
resultant anchor force, Ibs. per foot
thickness of anchor slab, ft.
distance from base of slab to resultant anchor force, ft .
distance from base of slab to ground water table, ft.
actual height of anchor slab, ft.
actual length of anchor slab, ft.
vertical effective stress in earth at midpoint of actual
height of anchor slab, Ibs. per square foot
unit weight of soil, Ibs. per cubic foot
submerged unit weight of soil, Ibs. per cubic foot

Ovesen suggests that a two-step procedure be used to find the ultimate resistance of the
anchor per slab Ault which equals qmhQR . F irst the dimensionless anchor resistance
factor, Ro, is determined for the "basic case". The basic case is a continuous strip, Q= L,
extending the full height, h = H, of the anchor. Next, the dimensionless anchor resistance
factor, R, which is dependent upon Ro is calculated for the actual anchor dimensions
under consideration. Knowing R, the ultimate resistance of the anchor slab Ault can be
calculated. A similar two-step procedure is used to find Z, the location of the line of
action of the anchor tie-rod force. The application of Ovesen's method is described

below and illustrated in Problem No.4b (pages 111-113).

1. Determine the dimensionless anchor res istance factor, Ro, for the "basic case". For
a given angle of internal friction, <p, and angle of wall friction, 5, calculate tan 5, and
use Figure 46 (c) to obtain the earth pressure coefficient, K'Y. Calculate the Rankine
active earth pressure coefficient Ka, and then solve for Ro.

Ka == tan ? (45 - eJ>/2)

Ro == K'Y - Ka
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Calculate the hydrostatic earth pressure per foot of wall,

1 2 1 • 2PH = - 'YH -- ('1-'1) hu2 2

Calculate, To, the ultimateanchor resistance per foot of wall for the "basic case",

The following method is recommended for obtaining K'Y for those cases where the
tangent of the angle of wa II friction, tan b, is not known:

Calculate the normal and tangential active earth pressure per foot of wall on the
back of the slab,

FA = -PA tan rJ>

Calculate Gw, which is the weight per foot of wall of the anchor plus the soil on top
of the slab, then

Use Figure 46 (c) to obtain K'Y.

2. The dimensionless resistance factor, R, for the actual anchor slab dimensions is then
calculated by the formula" below or by the use of Figure 46 (dl, which is the below
equation plotted for values of Q/L, Q/h, and h/H.

(
1 68 0.4 Ro E3 82

)R/R = 1 + R 2/3 1 1E4 + _.-
o o · H5Q/h + HO.05Q/h

where E = (1 - h/H) and B = 1 - (Q/L)2

3. The ultimate anchor resistance per slab , Ault, and the ultimate anchor resistance per
foot of wall, Tult- are equal to,

Ault = qm hQR

Tult = Ault/L

where qm is the vertical effective stress in the earth at the midpoint of the actual
height of the anchor slab, qm = 'Y(H - 1/2 h).

4 . The location of Z shown in Figure 46 (a), which is the line of action of the anchor
tie -rod force, can be obtained directly from Figure 46 (e) when the ground water
table is at or below the anchor slab base (h u = 0).

5. Use the following method to find Z when the ground water table is above the anchor
slab base (hu =F 0). Calculate MH, the hydrostatic earth pressure moment, about the
base of the anchor (Figure 46 (al).
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Fig. 46 (d) - Dimensionless resistance factor ratio for continuous anchor slab, Qfl = 1.0
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Calculate PH, To, FA, Gw, Ka, K'Y as defined in the anchor resistance calculations
previously outlined. For K'Y tan 8 use Figure 46 (f) to obtain the dimensionless
relative distance factor ~. Then for the basic case, Zo, the distance from the base of
the anchor slab to the line of action of the anchor force is,

Zo = T~ [3MHK'Y~ + W(0.5Gw - FA) - MHKaJ

and, for the actual anchor slab dimensions, the distance, Z, from the base of the
anchor to the anchor tie force is calculated using the following formula:

Z/H = 0.5h _
H

Fig. 46 (e) - Location of line of action of
anchor force. (after OvesenSO
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Fig. 46 (f) Relative distance from base of
slab to resultant of earth pressure in front of

anchor slab. (after Ovesenso)

6. An estimate of the horizontal movement, Is, of the anchor slab may be obtained by
solving the equation:

where

I0910(~) = 2.5 (Tact) -2sinep-2.6
H Tult

o30 < Tact < 0 90
. - Tult - .

0.25~ ~ <1.0
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and either H = L in combination with:

0.25 <f<1.0

or h = Q in combination with:



Anchor Slab in Cohesive Soils

Mackenzie'? performed model tests in plastic clay based upon the full resistance of the
wedge in front of the anchor block being mobilized. The geometric parameters shown in
Figure 47 (a) used in conjunction with the experimental curve shown in Figure 47 (b)
give a dimensionless factor R which is dependent upon the ratio H/h. Knowing R, the
ultimate capacity of the anchor slab, T ult. per unit of slab width can be determined as
follows:

Tult = Rch

where R < 8.5

c = cohesion of the soil, psf

This experimental curve can be used for design purposes providing consideration is given
to a proper factor of safety for a specific application.

10.0

II: 8.5

5.0

_.-._--~~_..........--

Fig. 47 (a) - Geometrical parameters for anchor
slab in clay.

3 6 9 12 15 18

H/h

Fig. 47 (b) - Resistance of plastic clays to
anchor slabs. (after Mackenzie 52

)

H-Pile A-Frames - Brace piles forming A-frames can sometimes be used effectively to
anchor sheet pile walls, as shown in Figure 40 (b). If only two piles form each frame, it is
necessary to connect the frames with a continuous reinforced concrete cap. The anchor
rods can then be attached to the concrete cap. However, if three piles are used, each
frame can support a tie rod through the center pile and act independently. The pile
angled toward the wall will be in compression while the pile or piles angled away from the
wall will be in tension. The resulting forces are easily determined from a force polygon as
shown in the figure. This method of support can be used effectively only if the brace piles
can be adequately seated in a underlying stratum of sailor, preferably, rock.

H-Pile Tension Ties - Battered H-pile tension ties connected directly to a sheet pile
wall through wales may also be used as anchors. An illustration of this type of anchor
system is shown in Figure 48. The reaction is developed through friction and/or adhesion
between the pile and the soil behind the wall.

Sheeting

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1

/ Failure1---- Plane
1

1
1

1
1

H·Pile

45° -4>/2

Fig. 48 - Battered H-Pile tension tie

Only the length of pile outside the active failure zone should be considered effective in
mobilizing resistance. The actual capacity of the H-piles should be checked by pullout
tests in the field. The tension ties should be prestressed to a percentage of the computed
anchor pull by jacking against the wall before making the final connection. Particular
attention should be given to the connection details at the wale since this may be subject
to rotational stresses.
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DESIGN OF COFFERDAMS FOR DEEP EXCAVATIONS

GENERAL

A cofferdam is a retarnrng structure, usually temporary in nature, which is used to
support the sides of deep excavations. Such structures generally consist of vertical steel
sheet piling braced by a system of (a) wales and struts, (b) circular wales, and (c)
prestressed tiebacks. Cofferdams are used primarily for the excavation of multi-level
basements and trenches in construction situations where adjacent ground must be
supported against settlement or slides. Usually' in urban areas the need to prevent
settlement of the adjacent ground is a matter of prime importance, as such settlements
can have disastrous effects on the structural integrity of adjacent buildings. Sheet pile
cofferdams can also be used with economy in the construction of bridge piers and
abutments in relatively shallow water.

In general, the method of construction incorporates the following basic steps: (a) steel
sheet piles are driven into the ground to a predetermined depth; (b) during excavation the
sheeting is braced by horizontal wales supported by a system of struts or prestressed
tiebacks; (c) the support system for each wale system must be in place and tightened or
prestressed against the sheeting before further excavation can proceed in order to prevent

. lateral deflection. Figure 49 is a diagram demonstrating the in-place position of the
components of a temporary cofferdam.

Prestressed Tieback

r lcc

la)

Internal Bracing

Fig. 49 - Steel sheet pile cofferdam (al after Terzaghi & Peck14

The design of a temporary cofferdam follows an exploratory subsurface investigation
conducted to provide general information about the site and the soil strata. With this
information, the overall dimensions of the structure can be set. More detailed subsurface
information (such as soil strength properties) is then obtained for design purposes. In this
detailed subsurface study, several borings should extend to bedrock or to a depth below
the design elevation of the bottom of the sheeting roughly equal to the width of the
excavation. The subsurface investigation should also include a determination of the
elevation range of the water table.

After the required soil parameters have been determined, the lateral earth pressures
against the sheeting are computed. The var ious cofferdam components can then be sized
by selecting a wale spacing, sizing the sheeting (based on the maximum moment
generated between supports), and sizing the struts (based on the maximum strut load) or
determine the prestress "t ieback spacing. The spacing between wales may be reduced if the
moments in the wall are too large. If the wale sizes are unreasonably large, the strut
spacing may be reduced. However, the strut spacing should be kept as wide as possible to
ease access through the bracing system during construction. Finally, the cofferdam should
be analyzed for overall stability and for safety against piping.

Of significant importance are the benefits of driving the steel sheet piling to a greater
depth than the design depth of excavation. In soft clays this usually results in resisting the
heave of the bottom of the excavation. Greater wall depths may also be advantageous in
excavations in granular soil below the water table thereby serving as a cutoff wall and
reducing the danger of piping and the formation of boils. In addition, the continuity of
sheet pile walls helps prevent excessive material loss from behind the wall.

A detailed explanation of the various stages of design of braced sheeted cofferdams is
presented in the sections that follow.
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LATERAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

After the subsurface data has been obtained, the first step is to determine the loads acting
on the cofferdam. The loads to which the cofferdam may be subjected include earth
pressures, surcharge loads, hydrostatic pressures, wave pressures, and earthquake loads.
With the exception of the earth pressures, the lateral forces on the cofferdam walls may
be calculated in the manner presented in the first section of this manual. However, lateral
earth pressures on braced cofferdams cannot be calculated by the classical theories (Ran
kine, Coulomb, etc.) because of differences in the behavior of the structure during con
struction.

At the time the first row of struts is placed (refer to Figure 50) the excavation is not
deep enough to have appreciablv altered the original state of stress in the soil. The lateral
pressure at the level of the first row of struts is, therefore, higher than the active pressure
since no significant yielding of the soil mass has occurred. As the ·excavation continues to
the level of the second set of struts, the rigidity of the first set prevents horizontal
yielding of the soil near the surface. However, the external lateral pressure tends to rotate
the sheeting about the upper support level so that a certain inward displacement of the
sheeting will occur at the level of the second set of struts by the time these struts are in
place. As the excavation continues, greater deflections occur at the lower struts
mobilizing soil strength and producing an arching effect which reduces lateral pressures.
At the completion of the excavation, the sheeting will have deformed to a position
indicated by line ab

1
in Figure 50. Thus, the resulting lateral pressure diagram will have

the maximum values occurring in the upper portion of the wall which is in marked
disagreement with the pressure distributions given by the Rankine or Coulomb Theories.

. - . :
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Fig. 50 - Deformation of sheet piling in a braced cofferdam (after Terzaghi & Peck l4
)

For cofferdams in sand and soft to medium clays, a trapezoidal distribution similar to
that proposed by Terzaghi and Peck 14 (1967) may be used for design. This distribution is
shown in Figure 51 for granular so ils. If ground water is present, its pressure is added to
the trapezoidal soil pressure as shown in Figure 51 (c) and (d).
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Dense sand Loose sand · Water Combined

(a) Ib) (e) (d)

Fig. 51 - Earth pressure diagram for braced cuts in sand (after Teng l
)

where
Pb =
Ka =

'Ye
H
{j =

0.8Ka'YeH cos {j

active pressure coefficient determined from Figure 5a (page 10)
average effective unit weight
depth of excavation
angle of wall friction estimated from Table 4 (page 13)

Problem No.2, page 117, illustrates the design of a braced cofferdam in sand.
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'Y = wet unit weight

qu = unconfined compressive strength

where
O.55H

-L..--~

Experience indicates that this pressure distribution results in conservative designs for
struts near the bottom of the excavation (the actual loads tend to be smaller than the
values predicted). For soft to medium clays the trapezoidal pressure distribution is given
in Figure 52 (a). An alternate method using the stability number concept is given in
Figure 52 (b).

Soft to medium clay
(a) Conventional Method

(b) Stability number method

where

Pb = 1~0 (7Nc/ + 10No)

C = Cohesion (psf)

No = 'Y ~ (Stability No.) but not> 20

No
{3 = 1.1 (1 - 20 ) but not> 0.55

N .
a = 0.3 (1- 2g) but not> 0.15

Fig. 52 - Earth pressure diagram for braced cuts in plastic clay

The distribution of pressure in the stability number method acts between the heights of
oH and (a+{3)H above excavation level with linear reduction to zero at the top and
bottom. If ground water is present in clay, it is added to the pressure distribution as
shown for granular soil in Figure 51. This pressure distribution for clays also gives
maximum pressure values which result in conservative designs for some struts. However,
with the passage of time creep effects cause the lateral earth pressure to increase
appreciably. This phenomenon was studied in model tests by Kirkdarn " from which it
was concluded that the design of more permanent cofferdams in clay should be based on
earth pressures calculated according to the classical theories (Rankine, Coulomb or
Log-Spiral) using a cohesion value of zero and a </>-angle as determined by drained triaxial
tests. Problem No.1 (pages 114-116) is a design example illustrating the Stability Number
Method.

For stratified soils, Peck 30 suggested the use of the pressure diagram given in Figure 52
(a),substituting q and 'f for qu and "I in any sand strata that are interbedded with clay.
The values q and 'Yare determined as follows:

q = 1 ['YsKsH~ tane + (H- Hs)nqu]
H

'Y 1 ['YsHs + (H- Hs)'Yc]
H

where "Is = saturated unit weight of sand
K, hydrostatic pressure ratio for the sand layer, may be taken

as 1.0 for design purposes
H, = thickness of the sand layer

</> = angle of internal friction of the sand
H = total depth of excavation

qu = unconfined compression strength of the clay
'Yc saturated unit weight of the clay
n = coefficient of progressive failure, the value ranges usually from 0.5

to 1.0. This value varies with the creep characteristics of the clay, the
length of time during which the excavation remains open, and the
care exercised in construction. In Chicago clay, the value ranges
between 0.75 and 1.0.

Problem No.3 (pages 118-126) illustrates the design of a braced cofferdam in stratified
soil.
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Because of the seemingly conservative nature of the trapezoidal pressure distribution
for design, current engineering practice permits the sheeting, wales, and struts in
temporary bracing systems to be designed for a 65 per cent overstress, as shown in Tenq! ,
in instances of carefully controlled and inspected construction. Such construction
conditions should include a detailed subsurface drilling program with careful determin
ation of the soil parameters by laboratory tests, installation of the cofferdam by a
contractor with considerable experience in the construction of braced cofferdams, and
the use of strain gages to periodically measure stresses in typical members.

SIZING OF COFFERDAM COMPONENTS
When the pressure diagram has been completed, a structural analysis can be performed on
the sheeting, thewales, and the struts and from this analysis the components can be sized.
A design example is given in Problem No.3 (pages 118-126) illustrating a method of
sizing cofferdam components. •

Sheeting - The steel sheet piling may be designed either as a continuous beam
supported at the strut levels or by assuming pins exist at each strut thereby making each
span statically determinant. It is also customary to assume a support at the bottom of the
excavation. The resulting moment distributions are illustrated in Figure 53.

.""....,.,

Load
diagram

Bending
moment

Assumed
hinges

Fictitious
support

Bending
moment

Assumed hingeFictitious
support

Struts (

Bottom of \
excavation

(a) (b) (c)
Continuous Span Simply Supported Construction Stage

Fig. 53 - Assumptions used in the design of sheet piling (a and b after Teng1
)

The maximum moment per foot of width along the sheeting may then be computed from

Mmax = (1/10) wL2 (three continuous spans - simply supported,
or Figure 53(a), usually used on middle spans)

Mmax = (1/8) wL2 (single span - simply supported, Figure 53(b),
usually used on top span)

where w = average lateral pressure on the wall over the longest span
L = maximum distance between wales, often governed by

construction stage as shown in Figure 53 (c)

If the base is unstable (see Stability of Cofferdams, page 63) the sheeting is driven
deeper, as shown on Figure 54, and the unbalanced force, Pb', acts on the buried length.
The steel sheeting is then designed as a cantilever below point X using

1
Mmax = 3 wL2

where L = vertical strut spacing

I---B--1

Water Pressure

Sheeting

Wale

Strut

o
1-

I
I
I

Deflected sheet pile wall with unbalanced force

H

+I~r
Fig. 54 -
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These moment equations represent the range where the actual moment lies. The accuracy
with which the maximum moment can be determined depends primarily on the accuracy
of the pressure diagram. The required section modulus of the sheeting would then be
given by Mmaxs=-

Gall
where Gall = allowable steel bending stress

Struts

Splice At
Junct ion ~-=--l- ---1

Wales - The wales are designed to resist the horizontal reactions from the sheeting as
previously described in the section on anchorage systems. However, in braced cofferdams,
since the excavation is usually of closed geometry, the wales are also subject to an axial
load due to the reaction from the perpendicular wales at the corners as shown in Figure
55. Thus, the wales should be designed as continuous beams subjected to both lateral and
ax ial loads.

Fig. 55 - Plan at corner of braced cofferdam

Struts - Figure 56 illustrates a typical arrangement of struts in a braced excavation.
The struts are designed as compression members, with buckling being the primary
consideration. The spacing between struts in both directions must be designed in such a
manner that the axial loads and the Q/r ratios are kept within acceptable limits. Frequent
cross-strutting is recommended from the design standpoint as it reduces the Q/r ratios.
However, from the construction standpoint the spacing between struts may be dictated
by the required accessibility to the bottom of the excavation. An eight-foot strut spacing
is usually considered the minimum acceptable for construction.

S Off PSh 'eet lng --- t. ener late~

r: rr.r'i r+1 ~ ~/
V
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[
I--Struts

r
-[ )

)

)
'+

:;-
Wale-/ WW4.-W4-JLrJ[J-

Fig. 56 - Typical strut arrangement for a braced excavation
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The designer must also consider whether or not the tiers of struts shou Id be located at the
same elevation in both directions. If the tiers are located at the same elevation, the struts
must be framed into each other at the points of intersection. This is commonly done by
cutting interlocking notches in the struts at the junctions or by splicing the struts in one
direction. An alternative is to pass the tier of struts in one direction directly above the
tier of struts in the perpendicular direction. However, with such an arrangement the wales
will be at slightly different elevations at the corners and the transfer of reaction will result
in eccentric axial loads in the wales. If such eccentricity does occur, the wales must be
designed for the combined stresses due to the axial load and the biaxial bending moment
from the lateral pressure and the eccentric axial load.

Raking Braces - For large excavations it may not be practical to permit horizontal
braces to extend completely across the excavation. In such cases the sheeting can be
supported by raking braces as shown in Figure 57.

Fig. 57 - Diagram illustrating the use of raking braces in construction of a deep cut

In such cases the sequence of excavation and installation of braces is qu ite different from
that normally assumed for a braced cofferdam with horizontal struts. Deflections of the
wall during construction permit mobilization of active pressures according to the classical
theories. Thus, the triangular lateral earth pressure diagram should be used as described
previously for cantilevered and anchored bulkheads. The bending moments in the sheet
piling must be determined for each stage of construction (just prior to installation of each
brace and wale) and will depend on the method and sequence of construction. The
maximum moment is usually assumed using simple span between the lowest brace then in
place and the point of zero net pressure below excavation, as shown on Figure 53 (c). A
safety factor of 1.5 is usually recommended for computation of passive pressure counted
on for support. In addition, an increase of 15 per cent to the load on the upper wale and
brace is also recommended.

Sheet piling penetration below final excavation bottom is controlled by stability
considerations (next section). Penetration requirements are determined by equilibrium of
the cantilever span below point y. By assuming a point of fixity at point y,

P
Pa1Q1_!:./l Q2 - My = 0

FS

where allowable moment in steel sheet piling at point y
resultant active pressure below point y
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where

Circular Bracing - A ring wale bracing system has been developed for a circular
. excavation." This design is based upon experience in rock tunneling using the equation

T M
fs = A +s

fs = stress in the circular ring wale, pounds per square inch
T = radius of excavation times the total load per foot between

the ring wales, pounds
M = approximate moment at blocking point based upon exper

ience in tunneling, inch-pounds
= 0.86 T x b

b = rise of arc at blocking points, inches

As = area of steel cross section, square inches
R = radius of neutral axis of rib, inches
C = chord length between neutral axis blocking points, inches
S = section modulus, inches cubed

To ease construction, a six-inch gap is left between the ring wale and the sheet piling.
This gap is then "taken up" at the projection of each sheet pile (the blocking point) using
two wooden wedges, one driven from above and one from below the ring wale, as shown
on Figure 58. The ring wales should be checked for buckling, possibly by using the
following references: "Stability of an Elastic Ring in a Rigid Cavity'?" by E. A. Zagustin
and G. Herrmann; "Note on the Instability of Circular Rings Confined to a Rigid
Boundrv'?'? by P. T. Hsu, J. Elkon and T. H. H. Pian; "Designing Underground
Heservoirs":" by D. F. Moran; and "A Buckling Problem of a Circular Ring"49 by La,
Hsu, Bogdanoff, Goldberg and Crawford.

Fig. 58 - Sketch of circular ring wale system
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Prestressed Tiebacks - Prestressed tiebacks anchored in rock or granular soil, as shown on
Figure 59, eliminate the need of interior bracing.

Top of Ground

Steel Sheet Piling

Fig. 59 - Typical cross section of tieback system



Thus it is possible to excavate using large power shovels instead of less efficient methods
such as using clamshells and hand excavation. This allows freer movement within the
excavation. The higher initial installation costs of the tieback system are justified by the
economies of an unobstructed excavation.

The lateral earth pressures exerted against the steel sheet piling may be calculated by
any of the accepted conventional methods using the at-rest coefficient instead of the
active coefficients.

Tenq! suggests using
Ko = 0.35 to 0.60 for sand and gravel

= 0.45 to 0.75 for clay and silt
= 1.00 or more for overconsolidated clays

A typical tieback system uses high strength alloy steel bars, 1Y2 to 2Y2 inches in dia
meter, of 145,000 psi ultimate strength, or seven-wire strands of 250,000 or 270,000 psi
nominal ultimate strength.

The t iebacks are installed by augering or dr iving 4 to 8 inch diameter pipe into the
ground at the desired angle . A pneumatic drifter will drill a 3 to 6 inch diameter rock
socket approximately 10 to 25 feet deep from the same rig that drove the pipe. The holes
in rock are cleaned by an air or water jet prior to installing tendon tiebacks. Quick drying
nonexpanding grout is installed by gravity flow. The tiebacks are then prestressed with
hydraulic jacks to about 25 percent higher than their working stress. The working stress is
equal to about 50 percent of ultimate strength.

The allowable design load on the prestressed tiebacks can be estimated using the bond
strength between the rock or soil and the cement grout. Consideration must be made for
the highest possible pore water pressure conditions. Also, the steel sheet piling must be
driven to rock that is able to withstand the downward compressive stress exerted by the
tieback system.

STABILITY OF COFFERDAMS

Heaving In Soft Clay - For construction in soft clay, heave at the bottom of the
excavation may occur, resulting in settlement of the surrounding ground surface. The
conventional method of analysis for investigating heave was developed by Terzaqhi'? and
is illustrated in Figure 60.
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Fig. 60 - Diagram illustrating assumed mechanism for failure by heave

of the bottom of a deep excavation

(forH<S)H - 5.7c

c - r -v'2 (~)

critical height of excavation (feet)
width of excavation (feet)
unit weight of soil (pcf)
unit cohesion of soil (pcf)

where Hc =

B =

'Y =

c =

In this case, the vertical column of soil along the sheeting is assumed to exert a pressure
on the horizontal plane A-A'. When the pressure exerted by this soil column exceeds the
bearing capacity of the soil beneath the sheeting a bearing type failure will occur,
resulting in heave of the bottom of the excavation and settlement of the surrounding
ground surface. Based on this failure model the depth of excavation at which heave will
occur can be expressed by:
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A factor of safety of 1.5 applied to the soil cohesive shear strength is normally
recommended. This method of analysis gives reliable results for excavations in which the
width of the cofferdam is larger than the depth of excavation and the cofferdam is very
long. In cases where the cofferdam is square, rectangular, or circular in geometry and the
depth of excavation exceeds the width, the proximity of the four walls aids in overall
resistance to heave. In such cases a method of analysis developed by Bjerrum and Eide 31

can be used. Their method visualizes the cofferdam as a deep "negative footing." That is,
the excavation produces shear stresses in the soil similar, but of opposite direction, to
those caused by a deep foundation. Using this analogy the depth of excavation that
would cause heave may be expressed by:

HC =NC(~)

or S.F. = cNc
fH+q

(for H> B)

where Hc = critical height of excavation
Y = average unit weight of soil within depth of excavation
c = unit cohesion of soil

Nc = bearing capacity factor - to be determined according to
chart presented in Figure 61.

q = surface surcharge loading

(

B = excavation width

L = excavation length

H = height of excavation

B

8/L 10SqrClrcuaror uare, =
Nc

L-V-
/,/ -4 2/.> <,
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Nc rectangular = (0 .84 + 0.16 Bill Nc Square

Fig.61 - Diagram for the determination of bearing pressure coefficient, Nc (after Skempton)

Where the safety factor falls below a value of 1.5 the sheeting shou Id be extended to a
depth of one-half the excavation width below the excavation level. The add itional
pressures thereby incurred on the sheeting may be satisfactorily represented by
inwardly directed horizontal forces acting at the mid-he ight of the embedded lengths and
having the following magnitude:

p = 0.7 (fHB -1.4cH- 1TcB)

Piping in Sand - For excavations in pervious materials the possibility of piping or
"sand boiling" must be investigated. Piping occurs when an unbalanced hydrostatic head
causes large upward seepage pressures in the soil at the bottom of the excavation. When
piping takes place, the upward seepage pressure reduces the effective weight of the soil,
thereby reducing the ability of the soil to offer lateral support to the sheeting. In extreme
cases the sand "boils" in the bottom of the excavation. That is, a "quick" condition is
produced.
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Piping is controlled by dewatering (lowering the water table) outside the cofferdam or
by driving the sheet piling deeper. The purpose of both corrective measures is to reduce
the upward hydraulic gradient in t he soil below the bottom of the excavat ion. Driving the
sheeting deeper is particulary effective if the pil ing can be driven into an imperv ious layer
that will stop or reduce flow arou nd the bottom of the piling. The design of sheeting
penetra tion to control piping for various subsurface condit ions is presented in Figure
62 (a) and Figure 62 (b). A lso, research by Marstand" incorporat ing a safety factor of
1.5 is published in chart form ' .
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Fig. 62 (a) - Chart for obtaining the depth of sheet piling to prevent piping in a braced cofferdam
(after Navdocks i J )
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Coarse sand underlying fine sand

Presence of coarse layer makes flow in fine material
more nearly vertical and generally increases seepage
gradients in the fine layer compared to the homogene
ous cross-section of Fig. 62 (a).

If top of coarse layer is at a depth below sheeting tips
greater than width of excavation, safety factors of
Fig. 62 (a) for infinite depth apply.

If top of coarse layer is at a depth below sheeting tips
less than width of excavation, the uplift pressu res are
greater than for the homogeneous cross-section. If per
meabil ity of coarse layer is more than ten times that of
fine layer, failure head (Hul == thickness of fine layer
(H 2 l.

Fine sand underlying coarse sand

Presence of fine layer constricts flow beneath sheeting
and generally decreases seepage gradients in the coarse
layer.

If top of fine layer lies below sheeting tips, safety
factors are intermediate between those for an imperme
able boundary at top or bottom of the fine layer in
Fig. 62 (a).

If top of the fine layer lies above sheeting tips the
safety factors of Fig. 62 (a) are somewhat conservative
for penetration required.

Fine layer in homogeneous sand stratum

If the top of fine layer is at a depth greater than width
of excavation below sheeting tips, safety factors of
Fig. 62 (a) apply, assuming impervious base at top of
fine layer.

If top of fine layer is at a depth less than width of
excavation below sheeting tips, pressure relief is re
quired so that unbalanced head below fine layer does
not exceed height of soil above base of layer.

If fine layer lies above subgrade of excavation, final
cond ition is safer than homogeneous case, but danger
ous condition may arise during excavation above the
fine layer and pressure relief is required as in the preced
ing case.
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Fig. 62 (b) - Depth of sheet piling in stratified sand to prevent piping in a braced cofferdam
(after Navdocks11
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Another method to check base stability of a braced cofferdam in granular soil is as
follows:

S.F.

where 1'; = average effective unit weight for soil within a depth below
excavation level equal to excavation width.

;y~ = average effective unit weight for soil above excavation
level.

N-y = bearing capacity factor for soil below excavation level,
2

determined from Figure 62 (c).

Where an unbalanced water head exits across the sheeting the value of ?"; must be
determined by subtracting the upwards seepage from the weight of the soil.
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CELLULAR COFFERDAMS

GENERAL
A cellular cofferdam is a gravity retaining structure formed from the series of
interconnected straight web steel sheet pile cells filled with soil, usually sand, or sand and
gravel. The interconnection provides water-tightness and self-stability against the lateral
pressures of water and earth.

Cellular cofferdams are usually classified according to the configuration and arrange
ments of the cells. Figure 63 shows three basic types of cellular cofferdams:

EOUIVALENT RECTANGULAR SECT10~

0 =30" B= .7850 (90"T)
0 =30" B = .8180 (30" Y)
0=45° B= .8750 (90"T)

lal CIRCULAR CELLS

EOUIVALENT RECTANGULAR SECTION

L
<Xl

'"o rrt
H

<Xl

(b) OIAPHRAM CELLS

Fig. 63 - Cellular cofferdams

lei CLOVERLEAF TYPE CELL

Circular Type - This type consists of individual large diameter circles connected together
by arcs of smaller diameter. These arcs generally intercept the circles at a po int making an
angle of 30 or 45 degrees with the longitud ial axis of the cofferdam. The prime feature of
the circular type cofferdam is that each cell is self-supporting and independent of the
next. The circular type requires fewer piles per linear foot of cofferdam as compared with
a diaphragm type of equal design, as shown in Figure 64.

3.0
DIAPHRAGM 7

- ------- -- • ....1 -

- +- CIRCULAR-- .

2.0
20 30 40

o of Circular Cells
2R of Diaphragm Cells

50 60 70
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Fig. 64 - Piling required per linear foot of cofferdam (after TVA 36
)

This chart is based on:

a. The diaphragm arc radius equal to the circular radius.
b. The average widths of both types are equal.
c. Eight piles in each connecting cell arc.
d. T's set 30° from the centerline.



Diaphragm Type - This type of cell consists of two series of circular arcs connected
together by diaphragms perpendicular to the axis of the cofferdam. It is common practice
to make the radii of the arcs equal to the distances between the diaphragms. At the
intersection point the two arcs and the diaphragm make angles of 120 degrees with each
other.

The diaphragm type cofferdam can easily be widened by increasing the length of the
diaphragms. This increase will not raise the interlock stress , which is a function of the
r:adius of the arc portion of the cell. At any given level, there is a uniform interlock stress
throughout the section. The stress is smaller than that at the joint of a circular cell of an
equal design. -

Cloverleaf Type - This type of cell is a modification of the circular cell. It is generally
employed for cases of large head where the large diameter required by stability would
result in excessively high interlock stress if diaphragms were nat added. Figure 65 shows
the general trend in design heads for both circular and cloverleaf type cofferdams.
Although the cloverleaf cell uses more steel than circular or diaphragm type cells, it is
adaptable to greater heights.

160'

140'
DOUBLE CEllS
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0«
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100' . 11[1"I

:2« ;1.1-
0
a: 80'
w
u,
u,
0
0 50'

SINGLE WIDTH
40'

CEllS

20'

1910 1930 1950

Fig. 65 - General trend in design of cellular cofferdams (after Swatek4 1
)

Modified Types - In a few cases where stability is not a problem, it may be possible to
eliminate or change certain arcs in the circular or diaphragm arrangements, as shown in
Figure 66 . However, the remaining portions of the cells must be adequately anchored
before this is practical.

Modified circular type Mod if ied diaphragm type

Fig. 66 - Modified cellular cofferdams

Components of Cellular Cofferdams - The major components of cellular cofferdams are
the steel sheet piling for the cells, the cell fill, and the earth berms that are often used to
increase stability.

Straight sheet pile sections permit a maximum deflection angle of 10 degrees (refer to
U. S. Steel Sheet Pile Catalog for limitations). When larger deflection angles are required
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for small diameter cells, standard bent piles are available as shown in Figure 67. Junction
points in cellular cofferdams required special prefabricated pieces, commonly 90 degree
T's and 30 and 120 degree Y's, These standard connections are also shown in Figure 67.

10"(max)

For defloct ion angles up to 10".
use straight pile sections. lal

For defloction Ingles greater than 10" .
band web of pile to an angle

equal to required deflection angle .

gooT

[b]

~
12O"Y

(e) (d)
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Fig. 67 - Steel sheet piling for cellular cofferdams

Cellular cofferdams acquire a great deal of their stability from the shear resistance of the
cell fill. Therefore, the selection of this material is vitally important for a successful
design. The Tennessee Valley Authority has summarized the following properties as the
most desirable for cell fill material.

1. Free-draining, granular soils with few fines.
2. High shear strength and high coefficient of friction.
3. High unit weight.
4. High resistance to scour and leakage; i.e., well graded soils.

General Design Concepts - Cellular cofferdams consist of two very different materials,
steel and soil, resulting in a complex interaction that makes a rational design approach
very difficult. Although various theories have been suggested to derive analytical solutions
for the stresses in a cell, most designers in this field still rely heavily on past practice and
experience. The theoretical considerations presented herein represent the most recent
approaches to this problem and may be used with confidence. However, an attempt has
also been made to supply the reader with past experience to enable him to develop
designs consistant with proven sound engineering practices. It must be pointed out that
good judgement should always prevail. Precise mathematical evaluations can result in
misleading and dangerous conclusions in the hands of inexperienced designers. Under
these circumstances, any cellular sheet pile structure of importance should have the
benefit of the best obtainable professional engineering advice. This is particularly true for
cases where difficult foundation conditions exist.

Generally, the design of a cellular cofferdam proceeds much the same as that of an
anchored wall. Before a design can be initiated, the necessary controlling dimensions must
be set and a site reconnaissance made. The height of the cofferdam must be established .
from flood records so that its top is at least at the level of the anticipated high water
during the life of the cofferdam. For high cofferdams, a berm might also be considered to
reduce the relative height above ground.

Site Conditions - The site reconnaissance should include information on the existing
ground surface and the depth of scour, as well as a complete subsurface investigation.
Exploratory borings extending to rock should be located so as to provide a complete
picture of the soil strata and the general configuration of the rock surface. Laboratory
tests give the engineer first-hand knowledge of the character and the properties of the
materials in design. Care should be exercised, however, in the application of laboratory
test results because of the complicated response of the structure to actual field
conditions. These conditions are almost impossible to duplicate by ordinary testing
procedures. It is advisable to extend several borings into the rock to determine its general
character and competency. Also, the depth and extent of soft soils (soft clay, silt and



organic deposits, etc.) should be carefully ascertained, since these soils must be removed
and replaced by granular soils.

Equivalent Width - After the height of the cofferdam is established and the pertinent
physical properties of the underlying soils together with the cell fill are determined, a
tentative equivalent width, B, .is chosen. The equivalent width, B, of the cofferdam is
defined as the width of an equivalent rectangular section having a section modulus equal
to that of the actual cofferdam. For design purposes this definition may be simplified to
equivalent areas, from which

E . I t W'dth B = area of (main cell + one connecting cell)
quiva en I , d' f' Icenter to center tstance 0 main eel s

TVA engineers have found that the results by the two definitions differ by only about six
per cent. For circular cells the area definition leads to the following relationship between
diameter and equivalent width:

B =0.785 D for a =30 degrees (900T) [see Figure 63(a)]
B =0.818 D for a =30 degrees (30oy)

B = 0.875 D for a = 45 degrees (900T)

For diaphragm type cells

B = area enclosed by cell
distance between diaphragms

For design purposes this can be taken as 0.9 times the total dimension of the cell from
front to back [see Figure 63 (b)].

Saturation Line - Before stability of the assumed cell configuration can be checked
the degree of saturation within the cell fill must be considered, in particular, the location
of the line of saturation must be located. The zone of saturation within the cell will be
influenced by a number of factors including the condition of the pile interlocks, the
permeability of the cell fill , whether a berm is used, and the number and position of weep
holes on the inside row of piling. In general, the slope of the free water surface or
saturation line may be assumed as shown in Figure 68 for the various types of cell fill . In
cases where an earth berm is used, the saturation line slopes to the top of the berm. In the
berm itself, two locations of saturation line should be considered, as shown in Figure 69
to make provision for the more critical location. A horizontal line, at an elevation so
chosen as to represent the average expected condition of saturation should serve just as
well, at the same time simplifying computations.
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Sand and Gravel
Mixtures
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With Silts and

Clays

Fig. 68 - Recommended saturation lines for various soil types
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STABILITY OF COFFERDAMS ON ROCK

For purposes of stability analysis cellular cofferdams are classified according to the type
of foundation (l.e., cofferdams on rock and cofferdams on deep soil deposits). Cellular
cofferdams founded on rock must be analyzed for several types of failure. Problem NO.1
(pages 127-132) illustrates the des ign of a circular cofferdam founded on rock.

Sliding on Foundation - The safety factor for horizontal sliding of the cofferdam is
obtained by considering the driv ing forces and the potential resisting forces acting on a
unit length. The cofferdam is subjected to the lateral driving pressures on the outboard
face, the frictional resistance along the bottom of the cofferdam and berm (if one is used)
and the passive resistance of the soil on the inboard face, as shown in Figure 69.

1-----6----..,

H

w

t

Top of Rock

Heel
Frict ion

Fig. 69

Toe

Driving Forces:

Full water pressure, Pw = 'YW H2 /2 , per foot of wall

Active earth pressure, Pa = 'Y'KaH§ /2 , per foot of wall

where Ka =
'Y' =

'Yw =
Hand Hs =

HB =

Resisting Forces:

active earth pressure coefficient
submerged unit weight of soil on the outboard side of the
cofferdam
unit weight of water = 62.4 pounds per cubic foot
height of cofferdam and soil, respectively
height from toe of cofferdam to top of berm
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Friction force along bottom of the cell, W tand':

W tan S' = B [')'(H-HI ) + 'Y'HI ] tano'

where W = effective weight of cell fill
B = equ ivalent width of cofferdam
'Y = unit weight of cell fill above saturation line
H = total height of cofferdam

HI = average height of saturation line
'Y' = submerged unit weight of cell fill

tan 0' = coefficient of friction of cell fi lion rock, for smooth rock = 0.5
6' = qrangle of the soil for other types

Passive resistance of soil and berm on inboard face of cofferdams founded on rock, 
Pp should be determined by the sliding wedge theory or the Coulomb Theory
modified to account for any intersection of the failure wedge with the back slope of
the berm. These theories should be used because the presence of the rock will not
permit a log-spiral failure to develop.



where

The resulting safety factor against sliding is:

Resisting Forces
F.S . =-----

Driving Forces

Wtanll' + Pp

Pw+Pa

effective passive resistance of the soil and berm on the
inboard face, per foot of wall

The safety factor against sliding on the foundation should be at least 1.25 for temporary
structures and 1.50 for permanent construction.

Slipping Between Sheeting and Cell Fill - When a cellular cofferdam is subject to large
overturning forces, failure can occur by lifting the outboard pili'"!g and losing the cell fill
as it runs out the heel of the cell. In such cases slippage occurs between the sheet piles on
the outboard face and the cell fill. In order to compute the safety factor against such a
failure, moments are summed about the inboard toe. The resisting moment is due to
the frictional forces on the inner and outer face of the outboard sheeting, plus the
effective passive resistance of the soil and berm on the inboard face. The weight of the
cell does not provide resisting moment, since it is assumed that the cell fill does not
lift up with the piling. The resulting expression is:

F.5. = Resisting Moment (Due to Friction on Outboard Piling)

Driving Moment Due to Water and Soil Pressures

B(Pw + Pa) tan S + Pp HB/3
F.S. =---------

1/3 (Pw H + Pa Hs)

where tan 0 coefficient of friction between the steel sheet piling and
the cell fill, see Table 4 (page 13)

Shear Failure on Centerline of Cell (Vertical Shear) - Figure 70 shows the customary
assumed stress distribution on the base of a cofferdam due to a net overturning moment,
M. The total shearing force on the neutral plane at the centerline of the cell is equal to
the area of the triangle as shown. Then

where

Q ~ (~) (~) (~~) = ~~

Q = total shearing force force per unit length of cofferdam
M = net overturning moment, per unit length of cofferdam =

13" [PwH +PaHs - PpHBl

M

~

I
-0 ~lt+OH ,

HO

-B/2--j

o

Fig. 70 - Assumed stress distribution on base
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The force Q is resisted by vertical shear within the cell fill and friction in the interlocks.
The vertical resisting shear within the cell fill along the centerline of the cofferdam is
equal to the horizontal pressure times tane, The horizontal pressure on the neutral plane
at any depth, Z, is equal to the vertical pressure, 'YZ, times the coefficient of earth
pressure, K. That is:

0h = K 'YZ

The value of K is higher than Ka, the coefficient of active earth pressure. From Mohr's
stress circle the value of K is given by:42

K _ cos2 cf>
- 2-cos2 ij>

where ¢ = angle of internal friction of the cell fill

The ho rizontal pressure distribution on the centerline of the cofferdam is shown in Figure
71 (a). The resultant lateral force , per unit length of cofferdam, Ps, is then

P 1 2 1 , 2
S ="2 K'Y(H-HI) + K'Y(H-HI )HI + 2" K'YHI

Therefore, the total centerline shear resistance per unit length of cofferdam is equal to

u~s
Vert ical Plane On

Centerl ine of Cofferdam
(a)

K1' (H-H,I
!Ca1'IH-H,1

Inboard
Sheeting

(b )

Q

H3 = height of saturation
line at inboard face.

Fig.71 - Horizontal pressure diagrams

The frictional resistance in the sheet pile interlock per unit length of cofferdam is equal
to the interlock tension times the coefficient of friction, f, (for steel on steel at the
interlock, f = 0.3). -To calculate interlock tension, TVA engineers use the pressure
resultant PT shown in the triangle abc in Figure 71 (b). (See section on Interlock
Tension.) The lateral pressure is assumed to reduce to zero at a point c because the lower
end of the piling bites into the rock, reducing the ring tension. The fatal shearing resis
tance along the centerline of the cell is therefore

ST = Ps tane + f PT

where PT = area abc on Figure 71 (b)

and the safety factor against failure is
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(Ps tanij> + f PT) 28

3M

1.25 (for temporary structures)
>

1.50 (for permanent structures)



Horizontal Shear (Cummings' Methods) - Curnrninqs"? has proposed a theory of
cellular cofferdam failure known as the interior sliding theory, where the resistance of a
cell to failure by tilting is gained largely through horizontal shear in the cell fill.
Cummings concluded, based on model tests, that the shear resistance is developed only

, below plane A T (inclined at the angle of internal friction cJ> to the base) and that the cell
fill above A T acts essentially as a surcharge as shown in Figure 72.
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The soil below AT fails by sliding on horizontal planes as shown and thereby produces a
resisting pressure on the outboard sheeting. The following equations derived by
Cummings summarize his method of computing the resisting moment due to this
pressure. The variables in the equations are as shown in Figure 72. The ultimate lateral
shear resistance of the cell is given by:

R = W tan</> = 'YBH tan</>

substituting H = a + c

and B c/tancJ>

R ac'Y+c2'Y

This equation is represented graphically by the diagram shown in Figure 72 (d), the area
of which is equal to the total resistance, R. This diagram is treated similar to a pressure
diagram, from which the resisting moment about the base can be computed. The total
moment of resistance per foot of wall about the base of the cofferdam is:

Mr = R1 (c/2) + R2 (c/3)

where R1 ac'Y

and R2 c2'Y

ac2'Y c3 'Y
thus Mr = -2- + 3

In addition, the interlock friction also provides shear resistance. It is computed as the
tension caused by the pressure of the cell fill acting on a vertical one foot slice times the
coefficient of interlock friction, f.

Interlock friction force, Fi = Pr x Lx f

where PT and L are as previously defined.

The friction force Fi is assumed to act equally on all interlocks; therefore, an individual
pile will have equal but opposite friction forces at each end. The resisting moment, Mi,
against tilting due to the interlock tension results from the summation of the individual
couples caused by the opposite friction force on each pile. Therefore, resisting moment
per foot width is:

where

F'B
Mj =+=PrfB

L is as shown in Figure 63.
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If a berm is used, the resisting moment due to the effective passive pressure of the berm
should be included. Thus, the safety factor against tilting is:

F.S. = Resisting Moment
Driving Moment

Mr + Mj + PpHB/3

1/3 (PwH + Pa Hs)

As an illustration, using the horizontal shear method, the factor of safety against tilting
for various values of the ¢-angle of the cell fill, varies as shown in Figure 73 due to the
influence of water pressure only.

3.0...-----...,.-------,-------.

4> =20" 'Y =100

H = height of cofferdam

1.0.95.90
OL-. --'- ----'- -J

.85

81H

Fig. 73 - Factor of safety against tilting (after Cummings37
)

Interlock Tension - The interlock tension developed in a cellular cofferdam is a
function of the variation of the internal cell pressure. TVA engineers generally assume
that the maximum pressure occurs at a point one-fourth of the total cell height from the
bottom. The pressure distribution shown in Figure 71 (b) on the inboard sheeting may be
used.

where Ka -coefficient of active earth pressure (Figure 5). Terzaqhi'"
suggests a minimum value of Ka = 0.4. "Navdock" uses

cos2 ¢ .
Ka = K = 2 2¢' For hydraulic fill, TVA uses the Coul-

-cos
omb active coefficient together with full water pressure.

The maximum interlock tension in the main cell is given by

(pounds per linear inch)

where vr = maximum inboard sheeting pressure (pounds per foot)

R = radius (feet)
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The interlock stress at the connections as shown in Figure 74 may be approximated by
_ aT x L secant a

tmax - 12 (pounds per linear inch)

Fig.74 - Interlock stress at connection

L

This value of tmax is smaller than when computed by the "exact" analysis of combining
the ring tension of the small and large cells into a force polygon.

The interlock stress for straight web piling in pounds per linear inch are given below:

Guaranteed Suggested Factor
Value (pli) Design Value (pli) of Safety

PSA 23 and PSA 28 12,000 3,000 4*

PS 28 and PS 32 16,000 8,000 2
** PSX32 28,000 14,000 2

*Shallow arch sections subject to straightening **Available only in USS EX·TEN 50 Steel
For other grades - inquire.

While no design values are given on interlock tension for connecting arcs, the maximum
allowable tension is probably less than 4000 pounds per lineal inch, based on tests by
Tschebotarioff" and others made on riveted "T's." A "bin effect" usually results in the
fill within the connecting arcs that generally lessens the interlock tension. However, the
junction between the main cells and connecting arcs should receive full attention. Often
30° Y's are used instead of 90° T's in large cells. The 30° Y's create less tension in the
connecting arcs due to the smaller required radius.

COFFERDAMS ON DEEP SOIL FOUNDATIONS

General - Many of the items and requirements discussed above for cofferdams on rock
are directly applicable to the design of cellular cofferdams founded on deep soil deposits.
In addition several other requirements must be satisfied to insure stability. These
requirements may be grouped into two areas: (1) stability with respect to bearing
capacity failure of the underlying strata and (2) underseepage causing piping which results
in boiling at the inboard toe .

In general, horizontal sliding of the cofferdam at its base will not be a problem on soil
foundations. However, internal shear failures should be investigated as for cofferdams on
rock foundations. The underlying soil mayor may not cause sufficient restraint to reduce
the horizontal pressure on the inboard face as shown in Figure 71 (b). Therefore, some
designers prefer to use the full pressure diagram abdc to calculate PT (shear failure on
centerline of cell and interlock tension).

Stability - For cellular cofferdams on sand, the inboard sheet piles should be driven to
a sufficient depth to counteract the vertical downward friction force F1 caused by the
interaction of the cell fill and the inner face. This friction force is given by

F1 = PT tan8 (force per unit length)

where PT is as shown in Figure 71 (b).
tan 8 = coefficient of friction between steel sheet piling and cell

fill.

Generally a factor of safety of 1.5 applied to F 1 is sufficient.
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Cellular cofferdams on sand or clay foundations involve a surcharge loading imposed
upon th e supporting stratum at the inboard toe. An estimate of the safety factor against a
bearing capacity failure of the supporting stratum can be made by considering the entire
cell to act as a unit. T he result ing factor of safet y w ill then be

cN c + 1- -:y' BN'Y
F.S. = >

(6~) +'YH

2 (granular soils)
2.5-3.0 (fine grained soils)

where Nc and N'Y. = Terzaghi bearing capacity factors (see Figure 75)
r' = average effective unit weight of supporting stratum within

a depth H
'Y average unit weight of cell fill
M net overturning moment (see page 73)

40" -I-- Nq ... 1----r-- -l"'- e
./

I--- N-yr-... r-..
" 30"

N~ <, ~ Vr-, ~
<, <,

r'\. I <p~44°,N-y ~260 _

" \
20"

/ <p ~ 48° , N-y= 780

"\ i\
i\ \

10"

\ \
60 50 40 30

Values of Nc and Nq

20 10 R 8 0
lli ...:

20 40 60

Values of N-y
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Fig. 75 - Relat ion between If> and the bearing capacity factors
(after Terzaghi and Peck 14

)

For clay foundations the ultimate bearing capacity can be used-to determine the
maximum height of cofferdam above ground and is: \

H= 5.7 .s.
'Ye

If a minimum safety factor of 1.5 is used, the maximum height of cofferdam founded on
deep clay is given by

H=3.8~
'Ye

where H =
c =

'Ye =

maximum height of cofferdam above ground surface.
unit cohesion of the clay.
effective unit weight of cell fill; i.e., use submergesweight
below saturation line .
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If the cofferdam rests on soft to medium clay or other compressible soils, a relatively
small external moment'will produce a very unequal distribution of pressure on the base
of the fill in the cells causing the dam to tilt. The stability of the cofferdam is practically
independent of the strength of the cell fill since the shearing resistance through vertical
sections offered by the cell fill cannot be mobilized without overstressing the interlocks.



In this instance, stability can be realized if a heavy berm against the inner face of the
cofferdam is provided or if some tieback system is utilized. In general, if an inside berm is
used, bearing capacity should not be a problem. For cellular cofferdams on soft to
medium clay, the shearing resistance of the fill in the cells is neglected, and the factor of
safety against a shear failure on the centerline of the cell is based on the moment
resistance realized by interlock friction and is given by (Terzaghi '"'}.

6P Rf (~\ (L +0.258)
LI \ L +0.58

F.S. =--------
M

where 6 P pressure difference on the inboard sheeting.
.- PT-Pp

M net overturning moment (see page 73).
R radius
f = coefficient of interlock friction (0.3)

The minimum factor of safety of 1.25 for temporary construction and 1.50 for
permanent structures is usually adequate.

Underseepage - Figure 76 is a cross section through a cellular cofferdam founded on
sand. The design of such a cofferdam must satisfy three conditions: (1) the sand along the
outer face of the dam should be adequately protected against erosion, (2) the dam should
be stable enough to withstand the lateral pressures imposed by soil and water; (3) the soil
at the inboard toe must be able to support the pressure on the base of the dam despite
the tendency of the seepage forces to reduce the bouyant weight and liquefy the sand at
the toe.

f
H

3.H
3

Fig. 76 - Seepage in cellular cofferdam in sand (after Terzaghi22
)

Condition (3) is known as boiling or a "quick condition," in which the shear strength
of the sand is reduced to zero. Boiling thus eliminates the passive resistance of the sand
against an inward movement of the buried part of the inner row of sheet piles, and the
cofferdam may fail by toppling inward. The method of computing the upward seepage
force due to the unbalanced hydrostatic head was presented previously on page 17.

The formation of boils can be prevented by two different methods: (1) by increasing
the drainage path of the water by driving the sheet piling deeper, and (2) by covering the
danger zone with a loaded, inverted f ilter as shown in Figure 76 . Although the filter will
have no influence on the shape of the flow net, the load that acts on the filter will
counteract the upward seepage forces which tend to lift the sand in the danger zone. The
problem of seepage forces and flow nets is discussed in deta il in Theoretical Soil
Mechanics by K. Terzaqhi.P

The filter material must satisfy two independent conditions. It should be coarse
enough to permit free discharge of the seepage water and its largest voids must be small
enough to prevent clogging from the finer soil particles of the underlying soil. Many
empirical cr iteria are in popular use today to satisfy these conditions. Seepage, Drainage
and Flow Nets by Cederqren"? contains a summary of these criteria.

In general, sheet piling in sand should be driven to a depth of about two-thirds the
height of the cofferdam above the ground surface or until it bears on a hard stratum. If
the water level is lowered to at least H/6 below the inboard ground surface, the
penetration may be reduced about one-half the height.
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Better drainage and, therefore, increased stability can often be realized by installation
of wellpoints and deep wells underneath the cells near the inboard side . These serve to
pick up the flow of water into the cofferdam area under the sheet pile perimeter.

Pull-Out of Outer Face Sheeting - The penetration of sheet piling in granu lar soils is
controlled by the need to extend the length of the flow paths of the water percolating
beneath the cell. However, the penetration must also be adequate to insure stability with
respect to pull-out of the outboard sheeting due to tilting.

The average pile reaction due to the overturning moment on the outboard piling is
given by : PwH + PaHs - PpHB

Qp = 3B(1 + B/4L)

where the variables are as defined previously.

The ultimate pile pull-out capacity per linear foot of wall, Q u, depends on the material
into which the pile is driven. For clay

Qu = Ca x perimeter x embedded length

where Ca can be determined from Table 5 (page 41) for various values of cohesion.

For granular soils

where K a = active coefficient of lateral earth pressure
D = embedded length

tan8 = coefficient of friction for steel against underlying soil
'Ye = effective unit soil weight of underlying soil

A factor of safety of 1.5 is sufficient, therefore:

Qu
F.S. = Op ~ 1.5

HANSEN'S THEORY

J . Brinch Hansen4 3 has proposed an analysis of cofferdam stability by the extreme
method based on a simple concave or convex surface of rupture. By this method a
cofferdam founded on soil with a shallow depth of penetration will fail by rotation of the
entire cofferdam about a point beneath itself, as shown in Figure 77 (a).

P '-r= ==

Rupture
surface

(a) (bl leI
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Fig. 77 - J. Brinch Hansen's extreme method



The earth below the rupture line remains at rest, whereas the whole earth mass above the
line rotates as one rigid body about the center at O. If the cofferdam penetration is deep,
the surface of rupture may be either concave or convex, Figure 77 (a) or (b), and both
possibilities are investigated, together with the possibility of plastic yield of the sheet
piling as shown in Figure 77 (c): For a cofferdam founded on rock the surface of rupture
is assumed to be convex, located within the cell fill.

Although the failure surface is generally considered to be a circu lar arc, it is convenient
to assume a logarithmic spiral represented by the equation:

where rand () = variables in the polar coordinate system
ro = radius to the beginning of the spiral
¢ = angle of internal friction

A trial position of the spiral is chosen and the weight above the spiral, W, and the external
forces, P and F, are calculated using appropriate soil properties. The stability of the entire
cofferdam is then investigated by taking moments about the pole O. Since all the
frictional forces acting on the spiral surface are directed towards the pole, they cause no
moment. The forces W, Pp and Fp will contribute to the stabilizing moment while the
forces P, Pa and Fa will contribute to the overturning moment. The reader is directed to
Earth Pressure Calculation by J. Brinch Hansen"! for a more detailed explanation of the
extreme method together with numerous graphs and charts to aid in determining the
minimum factor of safety.

8 1
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CANTILEVERED SHEET PILE WALL

1. Granular Soil

2. Cohesive Soil

ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL

1. Granular Soil-Free Earth Support Method

2. Cohesive Soil with Sand Backfill-Free Earth
Support Method .

3. Granular Soil - Equivalent Beam Method

4. Anchorage System - .

a. Sheet Pile Anchor Wall .
/

b. Concrete Anchor Slab Using Model Test Criteria

BRACED COFFERDAM

1. CohesiveSoil - Stability Number Method

2. Granular Soil .

3. Stratified Soil and Structural Design
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1. Circular Type - Founded on Rock 127
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8 DESIGN OF CANTILEVERED SHEET PILE WALL - GRANULAR SOIL

RESULTANT PRESSURE DISTRIBUTiON
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DETERMINE WALL PRE~SURES

PAI= ¥e HKa = (liS) (14.0)(0 .'2.7)=435 P~F.

PM,= PA1+<k DKa =435+(65) (0.27) D
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=40e.9D -4:>S
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CANTILEVERED SHEET PILE WALL / 1. Granular Soil

FROM STATICS, THE. j:"OLL.OWIN~ CONDITION'S MU5T BE SATISFIED
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CANTILEVERED SHEET PILE WALL / 1. Granular Soil

To ASSURE A MAR~IN o~ SA.~E:TY > 0 MAY BE INC.REASED By
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CANTILEVERED SHEET PILE WALL / 1. Granular Soil
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CANTILEVERED SHEET PILE WALL / t. Granular Soil
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CANTILEVERED SHEET PILE WALL / 2. Cohesive So il
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CANTILEVERED SHEET PILE WALL / 2. Cohesive Soil
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CANTILEVERED SHEET PILE WALL / 2. Cohesive Soil
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F~OM T~E Oi!.\~\WA.\~.J\c:.~\JMt='''\Ol-J: H.. 14'Al-\c C=150 PSF ore~·'SooP5F
~CQ~~M~ W\~tnu~ S~~\) ~~c.~r\L\.. ~:: 34°

F~OMT ....~LE 'Z.. t(. \'LO ~St ~ 'd '. ~o PS~

F~OMT~~LE4 Y'-= \,0
FR..Q~~ \~. 3« Ka= 0.1.5

\J S.\t-.l~ ~\~. 'l. \ ~

14
~=i4:'\.D

F~eM \~t CU~\JES 1) A_ :: 0.(0'2... "-l~

\-\
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D =( 0.",,,-)( \4) :: 8.1 t:"T.

ADD 401.. \ D::. \'2..1. F'1.

M~~ =(0.4\ SJ(CDo) (0:2.5) (\4)"3



5A,.UD B~CK ~\LL

't= 110 PCF
¥': (d) Pc F
q>: ~4 0

b= 0

~= o.'LB

MEt>\UM SI\ND ·

y': G:>5 PCF
,

Kp=.c.,.G3

¢::::. 34.5°

'ah=. -0.4

I<cz' ;: O.?.Co

Kp -K:z':: c&,. 37

ANC\40R PULL

E

+---V7779r--------~ T

q'
H = \0',

D

CI
---r----..L-----L.--r-----L-=-t'~"77'7"777~7 7/777777777777777777777777777

DETERMINE PRESSURES ON WALL

PB=- O'e iii Ka = (/10)(10) (0. '2. B) =305 P5F

Pe, = PS+ h-e. H'N K~::::. 308+<00(2.<0) (0.2B):308+437=145 PSF.

R:2 = [r<=:I-l,+VeHwJ K~= [IIO('O)+~O(L<o)J 0.1.6=lO~?. PSF:

PE = ¥e CK~ - K;" ) D, = Co 5 ( co. 31 ) D I = 414- D,
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m = ~ ~ ; ~ e, O. \ \ \

Pt-t = 0. 55 Q < =0.55' ('LOOO)= I' 00 LB. (R ESULTANT)
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ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL / 1. Granular Soil - Free Earth Support Method

DETERMINE PRE'5~\jRE ON ~A.'-L Due-To SU~C.~A.R§E (NOT S\-\O'I-.J~ O~
D,J::>,..~RA. N\.)

ABOVE Cg PSUR.:. 300 Ka: 300 (O.'LB)= 84 PSF:

BELOW C~ PSUR. = 300 Ka= 300 (0.1.<0 = 7 B P5F.'

DETERMINE PRESSURE. ON WALL DUE To L\~c... \...e.A.\) (~OT S\-\ow~
ot-! t)\~~RA.K)

P'2. = leo X '308 = 8008 LB.

p~ = i )(. 1<0 l( (-l~S - 308) =5<:08\ LB.

P-=\: t X CD9'L x\.Co? ='5(8 LB.

PSUR. (+C) =84 x.3Co =3024 Le.

P':>Ug. (- C) :. 7'0 (D, + \. ~7) = 7B D, + vso

Ps = t )C, (4141)1) 1) ,:. ?'-07 D\~



ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL / . 1. Granular Soil- Free Earth Support Method

F oR..,c..E,. ARM W\ o""E.~T

CD \540 -'-.3:> - 3SB8

® eooe +\~.O +-\l1)\\?.

@ SCD B\ -+ \8.~ 3. T \04-) \"33

® S'8 to '2..(P. '5(p + \5)':):> 0

Su~.(+c.) 30'2..4- ~~.o -T '2.\;'2.. \ CO

sue.(- C) 1B1),+ \ 'so +~D, + I.(,.~+'l.~ 0) ~C)1:>,"1.-T 22.3<Dl).+ 3G:t\~

l\NE lOI:lo..t) \\00 + S.4- ~ SS>4-o

~~~I'JE. '2.011),1. -(17 + \.Col + '~) -(r~81:),'J~ S9~S 1),1.)

®

Z(-t M): 391),'2.+ L2.36 D,-t'1CDe,~50

~(-M) = \~e1),"! -t- 59 '3S1),'t. + 3S 85

c:.(+M) ':. ~(- M) 138D,; + 5'=>35 D,1. + ~S'08= ~S>D,1.+113Co-q+1G,tiqSO .

o lC:.. 13en,~ + S 89Co D."1. - 1.L.~ CD D, =- 'LCoS) "3 Co '2..

oS OL" Eo FoR. "D,

D,~ +41.71..1),1. - 1<:0.'2.0 D. = \C7>'2..3

By \'Rlf:>...L ~ ERRO R D,::::= CD. S
TO\A.L Pi::.NETRA.\\O~:: ~.S + \.~"l = 8.11 If=' T.
To PRC\ln::>E. Po. MA~It..l OF' S~l='E.T~ \~CR.c.A.SE1)~vA F"~C.TOi:.
OF '2.0 To 40"'.
USE 1) = \1.0 FT.
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ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL / 1. Granular Soil- Free Earth Support Method

• 1\81~ l~.

MAXIMUM MoMSNT

11)81'3= \5'40 + \100-+ ~oS (X) + t (ICD.8~ (X)1..

X. to ... 37 X. - '100 :r 0

x = 10 ~T.

tv\OMa~\5

-(I S40) ~ (,,0';' 3"~~) ::. -"3Sl~ 0 a

( 3 0 ~x.('LO)"t. :: _ ~ \/0 C~\

+ IIB73 x (10+ \.0) ':. + 'lA~,OOO

- (\\00) ~('LO+\O-\4A) :: - 111 15 0

M~)(\MUM Mot-'\ii."-IT =\\1.,000 FT-lB, ::. \\1.. FT-K,p~ = \':'40 \lJ-K,P5.

98
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ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL / 1. GranularSoil - Free Earth Support Method

U'SlE. P2- 38 Sec.T1ot-J (El<.-TE~ so) 'S =4ro.8 It-J~ /FOOT OF" WALL

ROWE'':> \~E..O~,,\, OF' ""oMe.~T ~E'DUC.T\ON

(I)SE.LEC.T 'HE. AppR.oPli?.\to..'TE. MO .....E~T ~'C::\:lUC.T'OW CIJR\J£'5(SeE F,c.,.'2.1)
C oRRE'.:lPO~C\\..l~ To \\-\6: t;2~L~T\YE. 'DE.~~\,y oF' T\4E'. SA~t>. FoR.
T~\'S. C~':Ia.) \~e. CuRVE: Vo~ MED\UM COMP~CT A.~I:> CQM?A.c.T

COR..':IE. ~~~I~E.C SOI~ \~ 'Wc:,E:D.

t'2.) CA.I..C.ULATE P(\-\-1-bj+!EI rC'i!\~~ S'A~~\ B,-~ S£~i"\O~S
'C~I~~ Ccn...1~IDe.R.ED. O~TA..\\..4 T\o\'C.. ~~T\O oF'Tl+£

MDE$I~U/M ""~)t,. FRO",\ \"E. CUR\lE.S (~\~. 'l.C). CALc..ULA.TE.

\\o\t. DE~\~~ MOMENT A~c STR.ESS ~OR. T~i: S~E"e:T

?\l-E. Si:c..i"lO~S B>&\",,~ \~\l6.ST\~~TE"O.

P _ (\-\ ~1:))4 _ [(3<O+-II)X\'l.]4 __ 3373
- E. I - '30)( \0<' I I

5 (PER. t:'"00\)

1. ( PE~ roo\"J

P=3373/r

RATIO (MDE"SI<;'-' /MMA)(.)

MOESlc,tJ =12~T\O (MMA.><.)

=RAT\O (\ 340)

5TRE55 =MDESI~~
S

PIL.E. SEC.T\Ot-J5
PZ-3B P2- '3'2- PZ - 1.7

4 Co. B I~.? ~B.~ \\.1.3 ~O.'2. lu~

L80.81~.4 2..20.4 l~~ \B4.1 11J.4

11..0 \5.3 \B.~

0.\ 3 O.CDl O. Co '2.

geoluK goo 11..1. K 833 \~K

980:'2.\.0 KSI 90o:Z3.S~1 8?l"3 :. 21.Co K<)I--
4~.8 38.~ 50.'2
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ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL I 1. Granular Soil - Free Earth Support Method

B~sE.D 0"1 'l<O'-N6,IS \~EO~'1' OF" MOM6:~·T RE.O\Jc:.T\O~ T\-\£

F OL'-OW\to-.1~ ~H~E"T PI\,.'E" <S EC.T\O~~ M~~ C£ U ~E'O

P2 - ~ e - R e~uL.~tt. C. ...1t.Q o~ 4R.A'o:)'D Srat!1.. ~.. =tl.e kS \~'lS' KSI

P ~- "3 '2. " 'R e.9U'-~R CA~oU q1l.A.t>t: SI~E.L.. SOS :: 'Z.~.s k SI ( z. 5 1< ~ I

P2-11- E~:te.~~.s <£TE:£L ;: .. = 1..1.c:. KSI (1.C\,O \(5\



9 DESI"".... OF I>-"'CHO"- S"EET P,LE W"L-L-- C OHE,<>"" SC>ll._ 'N ITH

SAt---lD B~c:::..KFILL- F"REE E. ART,", S\JPPoR" MeT\.\OC)

SOFr C'-A.o.(

c=- 400 PSF
'(~ \10 l?c..F.
y': ~s pc..F.

~~I-JO B. F"l L..l

"(.:: II S P. C.F.
",/: ~O P.c..F.
cI>~ .3~o

Koi = O. ~ ~

<p=-o
Ka~ \.0

s'G>'

m '- pc F,,=0 Y-(.,5 ...

Ka = 1.0 C::. SSo ~S.F.'

USE'" C =500 PSF."
~ESULTl UC1 IIJ F.S..... \.10
'(eo '" E~FECTWE" lh..HT W6.I<9U-'

\-\='2.0
Hi.: ,...' Hai n.s'

/ \-tt."'S'
DREDaE
LINE

RESULTANT !?BE:;''SUBE D!5T~IBUTIQN

~ ROl.lI-JD SURI="ACE

D

PelZ) == Ve. (~- \-\~) Ka. = \\S (~) CO.~3) +~O('2.15)(O.:2.l~) ~228+ 50= 218 PS.F:

PP.;. €)~ Yeo (\-{ -l4 B ) - 2. C :. \\ S ((.) T CoO (1. .5 ) - Z. ( 40 OJ = 40 P 5 F.

Pc = PB +l(eC(.\B)=-~O+-CDS (\\.s)=lBB PSF.
© ®

PCQ) :: Ye(f-\)--z.C.=IIS(CD)+-CoO(2..S)+(gS(ll.c;))-2.(SOo)=- S85 Ps+::"

P~ == i.e = -z.(SOO)" \000 l?SF.'
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ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL / 2 Cohesive Soil with Sand Backfill- Free Earth Support Method

ICE'::lULT~I\1T OF"~G:~'&Ll\C.E: D\":.T~\~I.JT"'ON (~Et1 N.u",,"OeR~D ~'il.e.A..S)

R'" 115 (~)2 (0.33) =~8'\ l~
?-

?1.=(-z.'lB+1.1B) ><2.'S ": Co~3L~.
'2...

PB= (~O+lBB) x 11.'5 = 41CooLB. C." @ 8.s+1.4~:Z\S.qB FT.f'R..OM~
7.

P~: 412.D

(I) 2 F ~ :: PI + P~ + P3 - Pt -T =0

('Z)~M ~BOUT Tl-+~ A"-lc:.HoR.. TiE.. Roo MUST BE. Z E.~o

2 MAP = G, 84 (I) -(p "3 '3 (I+1.'2. Cj ) - 47(,0 (\ 5.C) 8 - 5 .0) +- 6r \1. t.J (.Q. +IS") :7 0
2.

SoL\lI~C1 D =/.0'

\"E t--..l S \LE F0 RoCE \\J \\ E ROD \ -S G: \VE \-.l B'1'

\~ ~Oll - a. \'2. (1) = 3\~~ LB. SAY 32.00 l~./Feo",



ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL / 2. Cohesive Soil with Sand Backfill - Free Earth Support Method

()(p...M?I...E. klo.2 ~k~ \\0\6. SA~D ~~C\C:F"\I..L \~~\AI..LED\¢ \""l%. \)Re.t>~e: ll""~J

Tt4E D~~\~\J CU~\lg \~ F\~I.1~E tCA W\ ~'1 B£ \J ~EO ~ 45. FClLLOW~!

( Z 'fU - Ye~) _ 'Z. ( 1100) -(\\ S X ~ + ~ C X \ 4) _ I 8"10 -;:. 4.12.
Y'Ka.l'1 -, - uOl( 0.'3"3)(2.0 - :;'1~

"".: ~ = o.~o

FROH 'T~E CURVE~ \~ ~IGt. 'LCD ~

~ ~ O.\ ) D=0.1 (10) :I 1.0 I

Ace l"'-l~ 4010 AS:. AS"~E.T'l' ~la.c:ro~) D -; 3.0'

A M D M~
LSO J OMEtJT "'~Tl0) Y"'t(a \-\? :z 0.07

.'. M~= O.Dl (yl Ka. ~r~) =O.Ql(~O)(O.'3~)('2.0J"!>l'(ooo

:; ILl K \p. FT. 1FT \J'c)'iLj

A~c~o~ P\.l\..\. \?AT\O) ;: Ka \-\'t =0.38

, :. T:. 0 ,38 ('\rII<4L ~Il.) ::: O,~8 (<oo)(o.~~)6oYXooo

t)(~V\?LE ~o.2) THE F2.IC.T\Ot.JA..L STfaE:f...1~,,·n\ OF'T~E. ~AtJD 'B"'c.'tC.F'\L.\..)

WHlc~ ~~t)uc.~~ Ac.T\1JE. ~e...S5U~E.~ • 12s..slJ\..'TS \~ L E'5~ ~~~l.l'~l:t> t~

Or R~e.\R~i\O~1 ~uTDoa~ NeT c;'~IJIFIC~~TL'" 'QaOUCEQ THEiA~'~R'Pu\.\".
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o Dl''5\G,N OF ANCHOR S>\EET RLE W"LL - GRAIJUL"R SOli..

EQUIVALENT BEAM METHOD

~ = 34°
Ka : 0 .18
~ ': 1\ 0 PCf=
'l(': ~o Pc, F
c:5:: 0

Me.OIUM Stlo..t.Jo

-"-------II~-\.L-l.-----------T

RESULTANT PRE5C?llRE.. D \'SoTIC.IBUTlo"-l

SURCHA..Rc=tE =400 P5F,

ct>:: .3~o

-~/~ :: O.Ll

K'it:: O.'2.~

K'p =. 0.(D 3

PB ::. )'"e 1. Kci + C\- k z, = \\0 (lO) (0. 7.B)+400(O:l. S)=2.91 PSF. \< ~-I<~ =. C:> .37
Y'.. CDS' PCF'.

PC,:: PB +lre "LKa ='L '11""<006.0)(0:'2.8) ~ CD33 PS F.

Pet:: 'OeZK:"+~\(~: [IIO(CD)+~('20)Jo.7..~+400(O.2(o):S88PSF

Pe =~~ + 'Qe DK~ ~ 588 +CDS (O.'Z.<D) D:: 588 + 1(0,<:;) D

~ = ¥~DKp =~S (<o.fD~) D :.4~1 D

I

H='2.6

D
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ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL / 3. Granular Soil - Equivalent Beam Method

u... 588 lIIl IAF
1 ( ) ( ) •.,. T.

~'S Co.31

c
i® B

k @ CD
l 1.4' 2" t SO

A

R

~o~CE.':I

R = (\\'-~7..'\"l) (~)
, 1. ': 11.'2.1 LB./F l . c.~. =

~::: 1 '\1 (1.0),: 5'\40 LB./F i,

~= 5881 1.4) :. 411. L~./FT.
n __ ( <:033- Z,9] ) ( 'LO) /r'4 2.. = "33(00 LB. FTo

T

SOL...VE ~OR. R E>"f L. M T ': 0

L MAP = R ('L'LA) + 11.'2.1 (2..Ss-tJ -5~40(\I)-412.(1.\+0.41)-3%o{I3.~+I)

R= 1'2.0,"331.5 = 5312. LSt/F"T.
. 2.'2...4
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ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL / 3. Granular Soil - Equivalent Beam Method

0 1

C R

I='"1j<,OM 5TAI'\CS) ~ M" : 0

:E M~ ~ '<. (K'p~K~lb' ~ (~') _ I2D' ~ 0

01<.

D 1 = =

106

0= t ~ D1
.. 1.4+ 8,B'3.: 10.'2.. PT.

USE. D = 13 FT. (1.l.4"/" \~CEE~~S:)



8 DE51GN 0..ANCHOR,,-"'E 5 "5TEM FOR TH" WAI.L AOJ >'1.YZ E a R..." \OU'" ~,

By T\o\E. EQU\VALE.~T B~~N\ ""'t::T~O\.)

1~1

®
~I

20'

-1...- t------'~--------T =55107 LB. /FOOT 01=' WAl.L

'l) ~1.I~ = <DO Pc.. \="

K~ = O?.B

8 :. 11..'2..1 Le..
T -:.: 55~1 lB.

T \-\ E t-.l '2.9l (L) + i ~ 'S1.I~ 'Kd (-z. ) '2. =5 5 Co, - \7..?.--, =. 434-0 L'B.

2. 97 Z + 8. 4 L 2. =c4 340 LB.

L = \\.\ FEE.T

MAXIMUM MOME.NT ~ z.- \\. \ FT. F~otv1 WP-TE:-'i2. LINE.

4' M \ ( \ 'll1l(\\.\)"Z. CoO(O,'Z.8)(II.I)~
'"T} MAx = 1-7...7 'L 515+ I\.\ J + 1. + CD

- 5SCDl (11.1+-1) :'-~1)~<.t>1 +38)875::.-'2.~!.j8~F"i.la.
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ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL / 4. Anchorage System - a. Sheet Pile Anchor Wall

Uc:.e. RF-.GULA~ C~IaBOt-.l G~~E STEaL. (f~.R. = 1..S'OOO ?~d.

Re.cy'D, SECTIOt--l MODULUc:, = '2.~~8c.. x 1'2.. ': \~.l \~.~/F"ooT 0", WA.LL
,000

USE PZ -'2..."l

. USE SPA.CI~<=' OF C,)'-O FoR 1i~ Roo~

~'S'5:.UMe. c/....= 0 (LEVEl.. \it:: Roc')

A T'l!.d L / Rp ::CoSo(:: S S (01 '" ~ .0 c. S OJ \ 0 ~ a. TI E 0 c

\~CgE~SE 30"~ FoR DE.S\C2(~JTt-te:t...IAp=~~I34 La/Tie. 'Roo

\J~E A- 3Cc -STE.E.\..j d""q,JJ...= 1.'2..)000 PS\

A CD51\~4 v /

REQ'D. CR.Oli~ SECT\O~AL.. ¥tEA:. '2.'2..)000 :. 1,Q(P c;~.h~. ~OD

USE tL'I ¢> UpSE'T To 'Z.. '/2" ~ (As = ~.l4 SC?, IN.)

WALES - 1\ssuME OWT5\PE.. WALE.S

Fore MI\XIMUM MOME.~T U":;)E. MMAX=~Td
t

(A\lEtaAG.i &i:TWEE.~
SI~f'LE' ~~\) CO"'-li\~UOU":l SU?PO~T'S)

M",~)( =~ (S5~") (~.O)'2 = 50, lO"3 F"T.- L~,

U~E A- ~Co S"TE.EL) (fCl.-U ='2. '2.,000 PS\ (Bc~DI~<:t)

108

Sx-x = Mt-4.A.'lt ': SOd \O~ lC. \'l. = "2. l :>2 \~ '!>cr~Q. '2. '2.J 000 '
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ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL / 4. Anchorage Svstem - a. Sheet Pile Anchor Wall

USE.. 'L-c. 10 X 15.3

I

26

X= 13 TA."-l '2.," = CD.~'l. FT.

<b ... 34 0

'If=\\O
'6 =' CDo

[

\{ p= 5.'1'2.
&'/4> =-0.4 K Po. = O.'l.8

PCF=
PCF

~E PRE5SURE D\STR\BU\\O~ ow 1~e. ~wc.\-\OIOi. WAL.L. WOULO ~E
A~ \LL\JS"R~IE.D \\-.1 \1-\5. SKE'TC.H 0\...1 \HE F"oL\..C'N"""~~ ~G!e:.
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ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL / 4. A ncho rage System - a. Sheet Pil e Anchor Wall

z

Pp, - ~ = i (I \0) (5.12- 0:2..8)(<;')'2.
I I

=~S90 z,

Pp -R :: ~((DO)(S.1'2.-0."l.e)z1
'3 3

~F"H(O)=O

2: F,", (0 ) :: (pp - PA ') 1" ( Pp - RA ) +(Pp - B.. ) - T~ 0
I I "1. 'l. '! ~

~ M(o) -= 0

~ M(a) =(Pp, - PA, ) (Z +Z) ~'I.- ~J i +(~!- P~\)t-T ('l.+1 ') =0

"

® \(:)1 "1 l \ ( z.1" '2.) + "3 5 9 0 Z. ( ~ ) +\~~ 7 'Z. ( ~ ) - T (-z. +I ') =0

COMBIt-.lIN§

\0 q Z 3 + \9 58 Z'2. + 35 <i 0 L.. ::. 'OJ" I ,

7.. = \.5 S FT.

FROM CD T= \OJ'I I t- 35<10 (\.S 5') + 'G,~ (I. 5S) 'l.:. \<'.1'2..' L'e.jFooT
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H

II II
I _

· • 5'
(pI

4 ..
. ~

....~w
-
~

~ ~
I

4 -
-~ ..:5;L

hl1
. ~ z.· . i :·.

Y: 110 Pc F ~ ':(,,0 PC.F

l.<a = O.?.B

FIt!OM FIGtuIC.c.. 4"" C Kl' :' 5.0

R Q :: Kt - ka = 5 .0 - c:z..a = 4.\1.-

p~ = Yt 0' \4~ - 117.. (0- ¥I) h~\' :r. '/1 (uc )6.s)'l...\I·l\lO-~())(l.s)'\r30~8PC:O%i.

C~L.C.UL.ATE lh..T'M~Te:. ~E")\'$.TAIJc.e FQ~T\oII~\~""c. C"se:" ("'Ir\= ..tIL.: 1.0)

1Q~P~ eo; 303B (4:11'); \41~~~ --IF,. OF W~\..\-

\ .q 3 ? '\ -/F"T:
t:s.: Ssc.'-'/r:-r: '= '2..51 \-\''''101'

Folt ~"l.S I TRY COIJTUJUOU':l Auc140rc. (c"/L:1.0) WITH k= s.s'

~/H: ;'.~ : O.1Y~ F~OM r\C·'\u~t. 4'-d ~ ::. \.01

R= \.01 x 4:1"2. = 4.1 <0

~Yv-\= t(l-\-t~)=\\O(l.CS-~)(t:l.~):S"L'1..s PSF

\~t: ~"""'~R(t) =Sl'2..S (S.S)(4.1CD')(l.O): \~)~lq-j;t;~

II I
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ANCHORED SHEET PILE WALL / 4. Anchorage System - b. Concrete Anchor Slab using Model Test Criteria

. THE TIE. Roo A.~c.\-\o~ t="o~c.I::c:. AR.t=. 9,0' o.c. (l=- 9.0')

\ta.'" AW.C.HO~ SLA-e':1 'NITl-\ ~ =0.5 (;e J =9(C.s) =4 .S}

\-\=\.15'1 ~:'S.5'
(

F~o~ Fle:,U~e: 4~ Foe ~L =o'SJ ....Q./~= ;~s::. .61

h/H = .733) AWD R0 =4.l'Z.

~'t \\.lTERPOLA-TIOt-J ~o '::: \.1 ~ R=-(\.l ) (4.11.) ,., B.Orz.

.Avi+. = ~ 'M ~J 12.:= S '2.. 'Z. .5 (s ,s) (4. c:;) ( 8.0'2.) = 10=:') "1 \0 ~

A~~ 103,.,10 '*/
Tu1.~= L::: '1.0 =-\\,5'Z.O FT.

F S I \,57.0 OK=. '1.0-'. '55<07 L I .,

CHE.CK \\c. Roc FoRe-'€. lOC.A.T\O~ I Z

MH :. t. ~ \1' -~ (,.- )-1) hu~ = ~ (\lO)(\.5Y-~ (1IO-CoO) (\.S)~

MH =1134 - 1.8 :: 110~ F"T. L'~/r:T'
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~' (WEI~HT a \=" SOIL Sue.') '" 0 .OCe5 \<./t:"~
COE.FF. O~ ~\C.\C.T\Ol\J - SOIL. 01-1 1Coc." = 0 .5
COE~F, of r~\CT\Ol--1 - 5011.. 0\0...1 S\'EE.l.. ':. 0.4 =: TAu. ~

A'toJ.G,l..TC.. Of'" \~TE~I-J?\l.. F~\c"i\ol-.l) c\:>:o '2.5 0 501 j It>.U C\> .. o. 5S
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CcE-FF. OF t;~\C.T\O\o..l-STE.e\..O~ STE.E.L- (\~\E~l..OC.K~}=o.3=f

A S5U!V\PT\ ot--.\

CE.Ll F'\-L \c::. A. S~~D,,() FREE: DRA,t-.l\IJ~ MA.TE..R\J\.L.

TEMPORAR'i CO/o..lc:."iR.\JC.T\O~·M1"-I1MUM r'\C.TO~ 01="" SAF'"E-r'(=I.'2.S
T\-\E C.ELl.. \ ~ ~I'-LEO WIT'M"D 1<."< MA"iS2..IPo..t.,
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'NEB TE~510"-1-.fy= 38.5 K/1loJ.. .ta ==1..5.0 '{/I~"L.

\WTERLOC.K TE~510"-l - GUA.RA!'-JTE.ED STREt-JCjTH -= ICo.o -t;
DE.'=:I\~W c.:n~EI'-.l~\\4 :: 8.0 K/l~
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CELLULAR COFFERDAM / 1. Circular Type - Founded on Rock

A S S U M E Et="FEC.TIVE WIDTH 0 ~ COFFER.DA..M J B E"G;>U"L5

O.e;, OF' T"LE HE'~H\} H

B = O.~ H ~ O.~ (CD 0) :. S4.0'

SOIL. = USe. COUL.OM~\~ THEORy' OF AC.-r\VEPRE.SSURE

(A «:>5LJME LE.VE:L SUIC.F"ACe.)

Kct :.

ka= = 0.3\ \
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CELLULAR COFFERDAM / 1. Circular Type - Founded on Rock

WT. -:& B 'f (H - ~ ,) + B /( I ~,
:: 54 (O.\\O)(13.S)+S~(o.O~S)(4c...S)
= 24~.4 K

Resl'=,I"-l§ l='""o~c.E
DI?-IVlloJ~ FolitcE,

'2.4~A (o·s) _
\\4 .11 - \.0<:0 L.. \.'LS" Be.\?M l?E.Q1t>.

PROPE.RTIES O~ B~~M

\ RY ~' ::. ~O.O'

H~::. ~o .-'2.1." 3 3.0'

" SOIl.. - ~ E.RM (,1\ CSc::,LlMli. BE.I2.M \0 Be. F\J~'-Y SA,1"URAiE.D )

::. 0.0<:05 K/FT ~

CALCUI..A.'TE. PA,s'=>\VE. P~e:S5Utae.. USII-.1<::t COUl-Of-\(!,'S TH e:,o e y At..1D

CULMANN C.URVE.

(\~Dg"",v.J Be.R.M To S C-AL.E:

(z) LA.)'OUi LING. OA. FROM PT. 0 @ <t> ('2..eo tso') B~LOW \-\O~I'Z.ON"AL
(3) LAYOUT l\NE. OBt="ROM PT.O@ «:;)Oo+~(111"50')Ba'-Ow OA.
(4) ASSUMi. FA.ILu~a ?1..~t-..li.S T\1~u T\oHt ~Sl2.M Ore.I~lfJATI~~ @ PT. 0

AUf;;;, COMPI.J'E T ""Eo \NE \~HT 0 F EA.Ri~ ABOVE 't.Ac:. ~.
(s) LAYOUT WE.I~~T COf'-o'\~'J\\!..D \~(4) ALON~ OA.
(0J) D~A'IJ AL,~6. PA.II:.ALLE:'l- To OB ~O~ EA,c:.t-\ A.c::.-:'UMED r"A,ILUiaE.

\'Ih:P~E \="ROM \TS We:I~"n P'-O'T'"TE'D O~ OA\;, hs ~A\L\Jf:-e: RA.t...1E.
(.) COl--lt..1EC.T THE \~TE~SE.CTIN~RII.J\s PE'::.UL.T1W<l Ff2,orv. (<0)

WITH ~ 'SfoI\OOTH CU~VE.- TH\'O \s \\-\E CULM~U~ Cu~VE.
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CELLULAR COFFERDAM / 1. Circular Type - Founded on Rock

(~) THE POIt-.)T 01-.1TI-lE CULMANN c.1J~VE. C~C>SE'S.T10 LINE:. OA ME.A-:'uRao

P4~~LLe.L\0 08 I I'=>T~e.. R5S' V E. P~e:S.5U ~E. T~e. 'De.~M C"'~ A\\A\~.

CD
30.0'

\-\O'f;!.\Z.ONTA.I.- COM?ONENT OF PA.C;,"';:,WE. ?RE~c;.\J~E." A.
Pp :. \ 0 ~ c.. 0 ~ ) = \0 3 ( c. 0 S 7.1 0 so' ) = \0 -; ( 0, <:) 'Z. B') =~ S ,<D ~ I F i

\ 1. \ ,1 ;- CD1.S

\ \~,~
=

£1..\OI~CiI OF BE.~M O~ ~Oc.1<.=(I~ 5,1') (0.5) =CDl. 5 'f../F'T ~ ~S.~K/'F"T.
THus) '\-IE ENTIRE. '2:>E2M 'NOULC SLICE. OUTHE ROc.1<.. Bl::l=o~E. A

PA.S~\IJe: FA.II.-UR.6, ColJI.-O Oc.cu~.

CI-lE.CJe:. SLlDIl...1 (WITH ~ERfVI)
('-i\'~.4}(O,~ ~ (I~CS.l) (O,S ')

FS.= 1\4.(P
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CELLULAR COFFERDAM / T. Circular Type - Founded on Rock

F.es, =
RE.S\5\\~G, MOME"-!T

O~'VIN<; MOl'1Et..JT

_ (Pw + PA) TA-t.J ~ B + H~Pp/3
- '/3(PwH-t- PaHs)

.~5 : (114.77 ) (0.4) (S4)+(G:.l.S)(33)J3 ~ 3 '2.2.3 ::./.43~1.'2.5o.K.
.. '1~[W2...S"'<OO+1.~l)\IS] '2..'2.~'

S HE.AR fA.ILURe. @ et. CELl.. (VE.RTlC~L SHE.AR.)

DRIVIt-Jr.. S : - ~- (3)1/~[I''l..S({gC)+'2..:z.1(15)-G:,7.5(33)]
.., I-\EA-Q. q - '2..B - '2. ('54)

=41..1 K/F T.

Coo:,7..¢ (0.87,,")'"2.. - fI.
K= 2-C05'-4> = '2- -(0.8,<0)"2.. - O.CD'2..'"2.. EA...~TH B~e~'5\l~E 1'\T Re.~,

Ps = 1/1.. K '( ( H- k I ')1. ~ ~"'f ( t-\ - ~ \') \-\ + \ 1'1- ~ "'{' I ( \4\')1-
= liz. (0. <D'L'l.) (0. \I 0) ( 13.5)'2. + (O.Ca'L?.') (o.110)(1" .5) (4C..5 )+1/2 (0.<011.)

(o.o~S)( 4CD. 5)'2. . .

p~ =9J'L.C;t</Fl.

Pt = liz. Ka)" ( 1-\ -l-\ ,)'2.. + Ka. b' ( \-\ - \-\ \) \1 1 + '/2. Ka "0 I ( \-\,)
2 +liz. "(\\) \-\:

- liz. ('/4 H) l'rwH~+ Ka "r~, -t KCl (\-l-H , ) 1
:: I/z. ( 0 .~I I) (0. \10)( l3. S)?'+(O:?,I \) (0,110 )(1'3. S )(4Co.S) +I/io. 311) .

(0.0 (p S ) (.:\.c.., 5 yt. + 1/2. (o.ocP'1.S '5 (~:..o) t..

- 'I B (~O) [0. o~'l.S (~~.c) 't' O"~l 1(0,0 c.s )(4G..S)TC.~\1 (o.IIO)(I~.s)l

Pt = 5 ~, \ K/r: r .

S r\EA~ \?E"SISTA~C.E = Ps t:.:-..... ~ + ~ PT.
E5 SHEA.R. QaS\~"'AUC.E = ~'Z...~(O.SS)+o.'?>(S'3.\)
•• Dlt.'I1\~~ S~E.AR 4'2..'1.

FS::. \.s~ 7\.'2. 5. .
O.K.
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CELLULAR COFFERDAM / t. Circular Type - Founded on Rock

c= ~T~"'-\ t\> "'S4 .o(o,ss):1.C1,1
d = H-C ~ "'0 -'2 ~.-,:: 3 o , 3

A.",:> ~ Cot-.lSERVATIVE. A~"'::lUMP'ION - '",\<os, \J~IT We.'~HT o~ SOIl... \t-.1
CE.LL. A"::. y\ T~F(OU4HOUT

Mi:a Pi ~ B

M~ ~ (S~, \) ( 0, ~)( S"4) =: eeoo

= tv! r + Mi. '"~ \-\\313= 14~o+ 8"0 + ("7.S)(33)/3
Y3( Pw11 t Pa.l-ls ) Z2,(" I

:: :3 032 IC- fT ~ \. 3 4 ~ ( 25 0 V •
22 10 I )(.. FT " • , ,.."

1HE M~THOD OF F\~L\~~ A~t:l T""E. F''-L MATE.til.\~l.. UC;)e:~ ~A"£ A~O\..lO\.l\..lc;:t::>
t:.F~~C.\ c~ THE: \~ie:RLOC.K1E""-=.Io\o..1. \t...1 \\-II'~ S"'M?L6:. PROt:.l.€.Mj T~a. CSLI..

'NAC::. A.~'Ou~E:C \0 ~;: ~'-L-a"D "N',H D~'t MATERIA.L.1 AN-'U T'-\E.(h~ USE.)
C.A.~E OF" SA.T\JRA\\O"-l 0"-1 THE. INBOA.RD F~CE \~ TI"\E. WO~"':aT
CA~e.. \1=' Tl"\E:. CELl. 'NE~a ~\'-L.EI:> \-\YD~A\J'-\C.A,,~L'f1THE. \~"E.~I..oc:..",

FO~C.ES WOULt> BiL. Muc.H- \4,~~s:R..
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Allowable Bending Moments for Steel Sheet Piling Sections
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700~

~a:l

~
~

GOO

500

400

10.7 in.3Itt.W
27.0 Ibs./sq. tt.

300 PDt\27 S

200 """"""'" 22.0 Ibs./sq. ft.
PMA22 S 5.4 in.3/ ft. W

100 USSI~ARIN R

---: I
*

~nd

* *Regular Carbon Grade EX·TEN 45- E~.TEN ,50- EX·TEN 55-
I I I I

, I I

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
Design Stress-psi (thousands)

*Permanent stresses based on generally accepted design practice

Rankine Earth Pressure Coefficients for Level Back Fill

cf> 10° 12.5° 15° 17.5° 20° 22.5° 25° 27.5° 30° 32.5° 35° 37.5° 40°

Ka 0.70 0.64 0.59 0.54 0.49 0.45 0.41 0.37 0.33 0.30 0.27 0.24 0.22

Kp 1.42 1.55 1.70 1.86 2.04 2.24 2.46 2.72 3.00 3.32 3.69 4.11 4.60
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